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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to identify the difference,
if any, in the perceptions of school personnel as to their
attitudes and behavior relative to evaluation procedures,
system-wide and school-wide objectives prior to the year
1976 compared to their attitudes and behavior toward the new
evaluative procedures, system-wide objectives and school-wide
objectives.
A questionnaire was designed to provide information
on five variables. The variables were Leadership Role,
Behavioral Forces, Teacher-Principal Communication, Attitude
Towards Goal-Setting and Decision-Making, and Professional
Preparation.
The sample used in this study represents 464 teachers
and forty-nine principals. The teachers and principals
represent thirty elementary schools, six middle schools and
seventeen high schools of the Atlanta Public School System,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Analysis of variance was used to test the null hypothesis
at the .05 level of confidence relative to changes, if any,
in the perceptions of Atlanta Public School personnel as a
result of the new evaluative procedures, system-wide and
school-wide objectives. Analysis of variance was performed
on the data relative to the teachers' perceptions and
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principals' perceptions when each was grouped by sex, race,
years of experience and degrees; elementary and high school
teachers were more consistent in their perceptions of change
in principals’ role, attitude and behavior than middle school
teachers. Moreover, elementary and high school teachers
significantly acknowledged their change in behavior and
attitudes.
Teachers at all levels (elementary, middle and high
school) with respect to sex and race perceived a significant
change in their attitudes and behavior as a result of the new
evaluative procedure^ and system-wide objectives. Moreover,
teachers at all three levels perceive a significant change in
administrative role, attitudes and behavior of principals as
a result of the new evaluative procedures and system-wide
objectives.
Specifically, with respect to years of teaching experi¬
ence, elementary and high school teachers with 16-20 years of
teaching experience show a significant change in their behavior
and attitudes. The change is significant in favor of the
"as it is" procedures, rather than the procedures prior to
1976. Moreover, a significant change is perceived by middle
school teachers with B.A. and M.A. degrees and elementary
teachers with the M.A. degree. The teachers indicate a change
resulting from the new procedures and system-wide objectives
in favor of the "as it is" procedures rather than the pro¬
cedures prior to 1976.
When principals were grouped by the same variables,
only male principals and principals with sixteen or more
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years of experience indicated a significant preference for the
"as it was" procedures over the "as it is" procedures.
The following recommendations were made as a result of
this study:
1. Realizing that the new evaluative procedures and system-
wide objectives have changed the attitudes and behavior
of teachers and principals, a study to examine why the
new evaluative procedures and system-wide objectives
caused change in principals and teachers would be of value.
2. A study to examine why male principals, rather than
female principals, or both, changed their attitudes and
behavior as a result of the new procedures and system-
wide objectives.
3. This study indicated a significant change in the behavior
and attitudes of teachers. A study to assess this change
and the perceptions of teachers as to the effect of the
new evaluative procedures and system-wide objectives on
teacher-effectiveness and student achievement would be
of value.
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When you're down in the dumps
And everything seems wrong.
You've just got to remember,
STAND STRAIGHT AND BE STRONG!
Never feel that your whole year's
work bell has rung
You've got to remember
STAND STRAIGHT AND BE STRONG!
While working in the presence of
bungling buzy bees, and happen to
be stung.
Just remember,
STAND STRAIGHT AND BE STRONG!
I know it's hard to hear a trumpet
Around the ringing of a gong
But try to remember,
STAND STRAIGHT AND BE STRONG!
You know we're all behind you
Come short days and the long.
So with all of that.
You've got to





INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATION
The history of evaluation is a direct reflection of
educational and social change. There are many viewpoints
concerning effective methods and procedures for evaluating
teachers. Moreover, because of these educational and social
changes, the evaluation procedures involving school per¬
sonnel, specifically teachers, are of extreme significance.
Because of the strong demands being placed on school systems
by teacher organizations, unions, and other educational
associations, teachers are uniting in order to force
acquiescence to their demands.
This study is to examine and assess the changes in
the behavior and attitudes of teachers and principals in the
Atlanta School System as a result of the system-wide objectives
and evaluative procedures.
Richard I. Miller, Vice-President for academic affairs
at Baldwin-Wallace College, Berea, Ohio, states:
Faculty evaluation is not a new problem;
yet it is one that has never been faced squarely.
Today, faculty evaluation is the most explosive
area in education. Students want it. Legis¬
lators think it should be required. Adminis¬
trators regard it as a necessity. Younger
faculty members are willing to take their
chances, but older faculty members regard it
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as a threat, crying unionization and "academic
freedom" all the way. But unions or no unions,
tenure or no tenure, evaluation is inevitable.
If faculty and administration cannot resolve
the problem then outside agencies will. State
legislators are already talking about it.
Professional associations like AFT, NEA and
AAUP are getting into the act. The time has
come to do something.^
Priest points out, "evaluation is an inherent element
of any organized effort to achieve a goal. No one likes to
be evaluated; it is a threatening procedure regardless of
how it is approached. Most of us would prefer to rely upon
our own instincts and experiences for an on-going self-
evaluation. But such evaluation is limited by its nature as
is essayed in the following lines from Shakespeare:
Tell me good Brutus, can you see your face?
No Cassius, for the eyes see not itself
But by reflections, by some other things. . .
Whether or not the individual wishes it, evaluation does take
placer. "2
All too often teachers, students, and parents frequently
associate evaluation with tests and the awarding of grades.
They often fail to realize both tests and grades are merely
part of the broader area of evaluation.
Schwartz and Tiedeman emphasize that evaluation is the
process of making judgements and coming to decisions about the
^Richard I. Miller, Evaluating Faculty Performance
(Washington: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1972), inside cover.
^Bill J. Priest, "Classroom: Castles of Learning
Laboratories," in Improving College Teaching, ed. C. B. T.
Lee (Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1967),
p. 287.
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value of an experience. The process consists of the following
two elements: (1) a goal or objective for the experience to
be evaluated must be set, and (2) some measures of amount,
status or progress must be made. An evaluation of the
experiences then involves a carefully considered judgement as
to the adequacy or effectiveness of the experiences as measured
in the light of the objectives set for them.^
They state further:
In education, evaluation is the process of
judging the effectiveness or worth of an
educational experience as measured against
instructional objectives. Evaluation makes
use of measurement, but is not limited to it,
not synonymous with it. Measurement never
gives more than an answer to the question,
how much? Evaluation on the other hand,
seeks and answers to the question, of what
value is this measure of amount, status,
or progress when compared with the instruc¬
tional objectives.4
It is important that we realize and understand the
procedures in the process of evaluation. These procedures are
not confined to the schools. In daily experiences we have
numerous opportunities to appraise individuals, and to judge
them subjectively against a set of personality values. This
personal assessment is often based on whim, prejudice, and
fashion, not upon objective data, formulated and based on
carefully developed standards.
^Alfred Schwartz and Stuart Tiedeman, Evaluating




Schwartz and Tiedeman emphasize that evaluation based
upon whim, prejudice, and the fashions of the moment has no
place in education or in the many other fields where the
techniques of evaluation are employed.^
Alonzo A. Crim, Superintendent, saw a need to set some
basic goals for the Atlanta Public School System. Of his
many goals, the following two are of significance to mention
in this research:
1. The formulation of a new evaluative procedure for
certified school personnel
2. System-wide objectives for the Atlanta School System
On January 8, 1974, the Atlanta Board of Education
adopted the school system's objectives. The general goal was
to provide learners with opportunities to attain higher
levels of achievement and to develop positive attitudes in
the process of learning for themselves, and others.
The following outline constituted the system-wide
objectives for the 1973-74 school year.
OBJECTIVE A:
To provide an instructional program in which each student
demonstrates in the cognitive, psychomotor and affective
areas specified competencies which are commensurate with
his abilities as determined by diagnostic instruments,
criterion referenced tests, and growth as reflected by
internal and/or external evaluation by a committee composed
of local, area and central staff, pupils, parents, and
community representatives.
Priorities;
1. To improve the achievement of pupils in reading
and mathematics by assuring that each student
^Ibid p. 3.
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in grades 2-7 has an individually prescribed
reading program designed to correct the
diagnosed deficiencies in his word recognition
and comprehension skills, and by assuring
that teachers prescribe instruction designed
to correct reading skill deficiencies
identified by diagnostic tests.
2. To insure that teachers in the Elementary Cur¬
riculum Project will be able to demonstrate,
through observable classroom practice, the
ability to apply techniques of individual
pupil assessment, prescription, and measurement,
and will utilize a report system which permits
pupils, parents, and appropriate school
personnel to know the specific objectives
each learner has attained.
3. To improve the achievement of high school pupils
by initiating in the high schools reading programs
developed*by qualified reading teachers and
designed to meet the needs of pupils within each
school.
4. To provide for pupils who have participated in
pre-school outreach educational programs designed
for children who are between the ages o‘f two
and five years and to enable them to perform more
significantly in reading skills than another group
5. To increase awareness of career options, oppor¬
tunities for exploration, and skill, programs
appropriate to securing entry employment.
OBJECTIVE B;
Each school will demonstrate and/or exhibit significant
observable or measureable improvements in learner involvement
and growth as reflected by internal and/or external eval¬
uation (committee of local, area and central staff, pupils,
parents, and community representatives).
Priorities;
1. Use of effective classroom procedures.
2. Communication among staff, students, parents
and community in administrative and in
instructional decision-making.
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3. Behavior and morale will be improved by increased
assumption of responsibilities by pupils.
OBJECTIVE C:
To conduct a system-wide assessment of human and material
resources to determine the most effective procedure for
allocating resources to support the goals of higher
achievement and positive attitudes.
Priorities:
1. Secure job descriptions for each position
or person in the school system from Administration,
Operation, Comptroller and Area Office.
2. Secure completed organization charts from each
branch and division of the school system.
3. Secure a recorded inventory of all equipment in
the school system.
4. Secure an inventory of basic data on available
space and facilities in the school system for
the most effective allocation and utilization
of material resources.6
During the 1973-74 school year, Crim also recognized
a need to improve the system's evaluative procedures. He
established an Evaluation Committee to work towards the
improvement of the Atlanta Public Schools' evaluative pro¬
cedures. Sixteen pilot schools tested the evaluative
instrument produced by the committee after an intensive
review of nation-wide evaluative procedures used by other
school systems and organizations. The Atlanta School System
was more determined to improve the evaluative procedures and
set forth to establish an effective evaluative process:'
^Atlanta Public School System Objectives (Atlanta;
Atlanta Public Schools, 1974), pp. 2-6.
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Interviews were conducted by a team of
interviewers composed of evaluation committee
members which included principals, teachers,
and/or resource personnel. Teams also included
one member from the Research and Evaluation
Division. There were four teams on each>
covering each area. The structure of the
interview was such that each principal was
interviewed by one of the interview team
members and a random sample of teachers was
interviewed by other team members. Teachers
from each pilot school were selected through
a random process which involved 30 percent of
all teachers being chosen to be interviewed from
each elementary school and 15 percent of all
teachers being chosen to be interviewed from
each middle and high school. The field test
interview process was a realization of one of
the recommendations that was made in the
evaluation report for FY'75—that a review of
participants' folders be made in order to
examine the extent the program was being
implemented and to what extent procedures were
being followed. The realization of this
recommendation was subsequently approached by
sampling the same percentage of teachers from
each elementary and each middle and high school
participating in the pilot program. "7
After the pilot study, the Atlanta School System
arrived at a Philosophy of Evaluation; namely, that "Evaluation
is a continuous process requiring deliberate and cooperative
efforts to motivate, recognize, and reinforce strengths as
well as to diagnose and prescribe for weaknesses. The
evaluative process should develop an attitude of honest
examination in order to achieve a more effective performance
and cooperative responsibility among administrators,
supervisors, teachers, students, and community. The primary
^Report of Field-Test Interviews, by A. A. Grim and
Evaluation Committee, (Atlanta, Georgia; Atlanta Public School
System's Printing Office, 1975).
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thrust of evaluation must be positive in order to meet the
needs and to achieve the goals vital to the Atlanta Public
School System."®
Evolution of the Problem
The researcher has been a member of the Atlanta Public
School's professional staff for approximately twenty years.
For at least twenty years, the Atlanta School System has not
had systematically designed system-wide objectives that were
measurable and/or observable. Moreover, because of this
apparent deficiency in curriculiim and administrative design,
it was difficult, if not impossible, to hold anyone account¬
able for pupil development. Because of this weakness in
accountability, programs and people could not be properly
evaluated.
The procedure initiated by the Atlanta Public School
System provided the superintendent with assistance from the
cabinet, community, and staff to outline the Atlanta Public
School's objectives each year. Based on these objectives,
each individual school then determined its own school-wide
objectives. School-wide objectives were designed to coincide
with system-wide objectives. However, the design was
appropriate for the respective schools. The objectives were
designed to be measurable, observable, and documentable.
^Evaluation Guide Atlanta Public Schools (Atlanta;
Atlanta Public School System's Printing Office, 1974), p. 1.
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Once the system-wide and school-wide objectives were
fully implemented, a participatory evaluation procedure was
instituted for all staff members. The procedures for
evaluation involved all teachers rather than probationary
teachers only.
With the introduction of the system-wide objectives
and the new evaluative procedures, it was assumed that:
1. The system-wide objectives and evaluative procedures
have altered the attitudes and behavior of principals.
2. The system-wide objectives and evaluative procedures
have affected the attitudes and behavior of teachers.
Significance of the Research
Evaluation is regarded as a viable means to affect
educational change. If evaluation is truly meaningful, it
will have an impact on teacher effectiveness. If evaluation
affects teacher competence, then it follows that evaluation
could have a measurable affect on achievement.- Therefore,
all attainable information related to evaluation, and the
effects of evaluation on teachers are significantly important.
Statement of the Problem
The problem under investigation in this study is to
determine what effect system-wide objectives and evaluative
procedures had on the behavior and attitudes of principals
and teachers in the Atlanta Public School System.
Limitations of the Study
The use of a questionnaire in the study to judge the
degree of change in attitudes and behavior of principals and
10
teachers is a limitation. Another limitation comes as a
result of varying degrees of human perceptions of behavior
and attitudes that are inevitable.
Hypotheses
The null is regarded as the best type of hypothesis
to use in statistical studies. This hypothesis is that no
differences exist between two or more sample statistics
except by chance.
1. There is no change in the attitudes of teachers as
a result of the new evaluative procedures and system'
objectives.
2. There is no change in the behavior of teachers as a
result of the new evaluative procedures and system's
objectives.
3. There is no change in the attitudes of principals as
a result of the new evaluative procedures and system's
objectives.
4. There is no change in the behavior of principals as a
result of the new evaluative procedures and system's
objectives.
5. There is no change in the role of principals as a
result of the new evaluative procedures and system's
objectives.
Definition of Terms
The following terms used in this study are defined
below:
1. System's Objectives—A set of goals that were designed
by the Atlanta Public School System to provide learners
with opportunities to attain higher levels of achievement
and to develop positive attitudes toward the learning
process, toward themselves, and others.
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2. School-wide Objectives—A set of goals that were
designed by each school in the Atlanta School System
to augment the system's objectives to provide oppor¬
tunities to attain higher achievement and to develop
positive attitudes toward the learning process, toward
themselves, and others.
3. Attitude—Represents a person's feelings toward a certain
object or class of objects.
4. Behavior—This term denotes those activities, responses,
and attributes that can be observed.
5. Role—The performing activities displayed by a person/or
persons in a position.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH
There are many studies that can be found relative
to evaluation; however, after a very thorough review, the
literature directly related to the researcher's study of
attitudes and behavior of teachers and principals is in
short supply, and was necessarily selective.
The purpose of this study is to examine and assess
the changes in the behavior and attitudes of teachers and
principals in the Atlanta School System as a result of the
system-wide objectives and new evaluative procedures. An
examination of the literature relative to evaluation was
thoroughly conducted. Considerable exploration was given
to the study on the measurement of attitudes. Moreover,
an investigation was conducted on the nature and concept
of attitudes and the relationship between attitudes and
behavior.
Appraisal of teaching has existed as long as there
has been teaching. Those who were taught must have evaluated
their teachers as they listened to what was said in the
temples, in the home of the teachers, and along the streets
and highways. Generations born two thousand years after
12
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Jesus and Socrates still evaluate the teaching of those
masters. For many years after education became somewhat
formalized as we know it today, evaluation of teaching
continued to be informal. As teaching began to assume the
status of a profession and education developed methods and
techniques, evaluation of the work of the school developed
along new lines. At the present time, there is a background
of experience in evaluation and a growing recognition of its
value and significance in the development of more effective
teaching.9
Phyllis J. Benson wrote a dissertation on "A Valid¬
ation Study of the Standards for Evaluating Teacher Per¬
formance." The purpose of the study was to;
Establish the validity of eighteen teacher
performance standards of the teacher eval¬
uation instrument known as the Mississippi
Instrument.10
Her study further revealed that four sub-hypotheses
were generated from the assumption that the eighteen
Mississippi Instrument Standards would fall into arbitrarily
determined clusters, as follows;
1. Attitude toward students
2. Self-concept
3. Actively helpful
4. Mastery, organization, and presentation of subject matter.!!
^Dwight E. Beecher, The Evaluation of Teachers (Syracuse;
University Press, 1949), p. 1.
lOphyllis J. Benson, "A Validation Study of the
Standards For Evaluating Teacher Performance” (Ph.D. disser¬
tation, Georgia State University, 1972), p. v.
lllbid., p. 54.
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Additionally, the study indicated a slight relation¬
ship between the Mississippi Instrument and the Purdue
Rating Scale for Instruction. The clusters did not confirm
a relationship between the clusters.
It was concluded however, that objective procedures
and instruments for the evaluation of teachers' performance
are a pressing need in this age of accountability. Pro¬
fessional evaluation of the quality of teaching is a viable
means for achieving an up-graded educational program. The
use of the Mississippi Instrument as part of the total
evaluation process can only add to the improvement of
instruction. It is highly probable that the use of the
Mississippi Instrument may well enable administrators to
become instructional leaders.
Charles F. Campbell studied "The Development and
Validation of an Evaluator's Instrument For Use By Teachers
in Assessing the Effectiveness of School Principals." The
purpose of the study was to develop an instrument that could
be used by principals to receive an assessment of their job
performance by teachers in their schools. It was concluded
that the teacher-use assessment developed in the study was
moderately reliable for use by principals in assessing them¬
selves as assessed by teachers for their use in self-improve¬
ment programs. The degree of inter-rater reliability was
equally effective in elementary and high schools.




Further research using the entire population
of principals and teachers in a school system would
eliminate the weakness caused by a degree of self¬
selection of subjects which was present in this
study. While this procedure would yield more
valid research data, it would tend to negate the
stated purpose of the instr\ament as a means of
securing data for voluntary self-improvement on the
part of the principal.
Objective procedures and instr\aments for the
evaluation of principal performance are vital in a
time when accountability is a watch-word in
education. With increasing concerns about teacher
militancy and the realization that teachers are
the qualified professionals in the best position
to observe principals, it would seem logical that
teacher-principal evaluation to effectuate self-
improvement should be a reciprocal process. The
Teacher-Use Instrument developed and tested in
this study offers promise as a means of securing
the teacher assessment that has been lacking in
the past. With the information which can be
gained from it, the principal is provided a basis
for planning improvement of his own performance.14
In a research study on supervision of principals,
Alonzo A. Grim, Superintendent, Atlanta Public Schools,
stated:
Few experienced principals would contest the
assertion that the most important obligation of the
school leader centers on the improvement of instruc¬
tion in his school. Even fewer of them would
express any great satisfaction with the amount of
time devoted to this or with the results achieved.
One has only to listen to the testimony of
principals in meetings to conclude that many of
them are too preoccupied with more tangible and
more immediate matters to give anything like top
priority to instructional improvement. To pursue
14charles F. Campbell, "The Development and Valida¬
tion of an Evaluator's Instrument For Use By Teachers In
Assessing the Effectiveness of School Principals" (Ph.D.
dissertation, Georgia State University, 1974), abstract.
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such a goal requires fortitude and recurrent
refusal to be distracted by matters of less
importance.15
Within the same context of instructional supervision,
Adams and Dickey assert that:
No principal can be a leader of his staff
in improving instruction and devote the major
portion of his time and attention to establishing
the machinery of his school and guiding its
operation. Moreover, it is easy for the school
leader to deceive himself into over-estimating
the amount of time he devotes to instruction and
his influence on it, because almost everything
he does can be related directly or indirectly to
this purpose. Here, as elsewhere, sincerity by
itself can be a minor virtue and being satisfied
because his intentions are good may only distract
him from a more direct approach to the improve¬
ment of instruction or of such efforts as he makes
of the emphasis needed to assure any measure of
success.16
Beecher cited an early piece of research in the field
of evaluation of teaching that was made by J. L. Merriam in
1905. It is entitled. Normal School Education and Efficiency
in Teaching, and is of primary importance in the Teachers
College contributions to education. Merriam shows the
relationship between professional scholarship and teaching
ability. He was forced to conclude from the extremely low
correlations that normal school scholarship had a negligible
relation to future ability in teaching and that practice
15Alonzo A. Grim, "Introducting and Implementing a
Program of Supervision of Principals in Distirct 27, Chicago
Public Schools" (Ed.D. dissertation. Harvard University,
1968), p. 17.
16Harold P. Adams and Frank G. Dickey, Basic Prin-
ciples of Supervision (New York: American Book Company,
1955), p. 67.
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teaching was only "slightly prophetic.” Other data
indicated that after the first year, experience, as such, has
little effect on teaching efficiency,
When instructional and' evaluative procedures are
explicitly defined, and the principal and teacher are
centered on pupil learning, persons involved gain a greater
respect for their mutual roles and establish a more com¬
patible working relationship. According to Spears, in
order to improve the instructional program in the secondary
school, the following criteria must be established:
1. The program of assistance should aim
to make the teacher self-directive; the
teacher learns to analyze and to work
constructively on classroom instruction
problems
2. Effective direction of such a program'
is not only planned but it begins where
the teachers are
3. It revolves on a maximum of teacher
participation
4. It acquaints the teacher with the sources
of professional help
5. One of its aims is to assist teachers in
organizing, using, and developing
instructional materials
6. The program makes adequate provision for •
the teacher to observe good teaching
7. It encourages teachers to utilize the
resources of teacher-training institutions.^8
I’^Beecher, The Evaluation of Teaching, p. 1.
^^Harold Spears, Improving the Supervision of Instruc-
tion (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey; Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1953),
pp. 171-172.
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In 1929, the report of A. S. Barr on "Characteristic
Differences of Good and Poor Teachers," received wide
recognition. Asserting that the methods of supervision then
used were of doubtful validity and reliability, he objective¬
ly set up an investigation to discover "the characteristic
differences of teaching performance of good and poor teachers
of the social studies in junior and senior high schools.
Barr states that, while good teachers differ from poor
teachers on items checked, differences on these items were
not found to be significant. He indicates that differences
discovered in the report are not critical factors in
teaching. He concluded further that data-gathering procedures
used to date were highly unreliable and that the terminology
of conventional supervision was highly subjective. There was
little agreement among supervisors concerning the important
characteristics of good teaching and the evidence as to why
some teachers succeed was more positive than that indicating
why some teachers fail.
Considerable interest in pupil ratings of teachers
developed during the late 1930's. Of these perhaps Bryan's
Pupil Rating of Secondary School Teachers is most represen¬
tative since a majority of the items used in his questionnaire
were selected from ten other studies. Four objectives were
set up.
1. To determine the reliability of pupil ratings
of teachers
^^Beecher, The Evaluation of Teaching, p. 8.
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2. To determine the degree of agreement between
pupils' and administrators' ratings of teachers
3. To determine the effect of such factors as
intelligence, school marks and sex on pupil
ratings
4. To determine what items in the rating instrument
have most weight in determining general
teaching ability.20
Ratings of teachers were obtained from 900 eighth
and ninth grade pupils and from 600 pupils of the tenth and
eleventh grades. Ratings of the same teachers were then
collected from the administrators of the schools.
Bryan's conclusions show that:
1. Pupil ratings on most items are highly
reliable
2. The ratings of forty pupils in either junior
or senior high school will produce reliabilities
of .90 or above on a majority of items
3. Self-consistency of pupils is practically perfect
4. There is a tendency to great similarity of
ratings of individual items and a general
ability item
5. There are no significant differences between
the ratings of pupils of high intelligence and
pupils of lower intelligence
6. There is a slight tendency for pupils with high
marks to rate teachers higher than do pupils
with lower marks but there are many exceptions
to this
7. There were some significant differences between
the ratings of boys and girls and of men and
women teachers. Nineteen percent of the total




8. The five items haying the most positive
relative weight in determining general
teaching ability, as statistically
determined for all pupils on all eleven
items, were found to be as follows: (1)
amount pupils are learning; (2) amount of
work teacher does; (3) sympathy; (4) ability
to explain clearly; (5) knowledge of subject.
Bryan's research had significant implications. First,
much more discrimination was shown by pupil ratings than by
administrators; second, it appears that both junior and
senior high school pupils can point out specific strong and
weak spots in teaching to a degree that makes pupil ratings
worthwhile; third, the evidence is very clear that pupil
ratings can be both valid and reliable measures of pupil
opinion, if scientifically gathered. It was the intent of
the study to show that pupils' judgments are necessarily
good measures of teaching efficiency.
The co-operative approach to teacher evaluation,
involving active participation of both teacher and supervisor,
received considerable stimulus as a result of the report of
the American Council, prepared in 1944 by Troyer and Pace.
While the report deals with evaluation, it exemplifies the
co-operative and teacher-growth ideas. The use of the Ohio
Teaching Record with student teachers is discussed and the
"with" idea emphasized. The technique developed at Teachers
College, Columbia University, using student-teachers' state¬
ments of activities, problems, and needs were used as a
21Ibid., p. 19.
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basis for evaluation. The emphasis of the reports lies,
rather, on certain recognized needs in the evaluation program,
regardless of specific procedures. These needs include the
following factors; the necessity for knowing the purposes
of evaluation, for co-operation of all persons concerned,
for improving methods of gathering and interpreting data, for
genuinely democratic procedure, and for basing the program
on locally felt needs.
. . . Evaluation was found to be most effective in
stimulating teacher growth when it focused on problems about
which teachers were personally concerned, their effectiveness
in class, their relationship with pupils, their own programs,
and their part in the life of the school and community.
Leadership Responsibility
Community concerns about the quality of education have
stimulated school systems and superintendents to rejuvenate
their efforts to find effective ways of improving the academic
climate. Many systems look toward evaluation as a means of
producing competence. All parties concerned realize that
evaluation is a necessary but difficult task. The researcher
found that the major concern is how and by what criteria will
teachers be evaluated.
The literature revealed interesting information on
the different methods used in teacher evaluations and other
^^Ibid., p. 23.
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significant concerns. Redfern disclosed that most school
systems and states conduct some form of voluntary evaluation
involving teachers. This kind of evaluation was mandated
by state law or education agencies in California, Florida,
Hawaii, North Carolina, Oregon, South Dakota, Virginia and
Washington. There are other states contemplating similar
action.23
Further review of the literature revealed that in a
1971 survey conducted by Educational Research Service, in
spite of the emphasis on teacher evaluation and accountability,
only eighty-four school districts in the United States
admitted to a formally administered evaluation system. The
survey showed that districts with a formal evaluation
procedure generally had large enrollments; over 75 percent of
the school districts used a checklist approach.
Howsam and Franco expressed another concern reflecting
that principals may have been so absorbed with their problems
relative to evaluating others that they avoided assessment or
colleague appraisal. Howsam and Franco remark that a prin¬
cipal or principals could conceivably feel some obligation
to account to those teachers who, hopefully, entrusted much
of their situation to their principals.They conclude by
pointing out the studies of Hemphill and others (1963) on
^^George B. Redfern, "Legally Mandated Evaluation,"
National Elementary Principal 52 (1973): 45-50.
24Robert B. Howsam and John M. Franco, "New Emphases
in Evaluation of Administrators," National Elementary Prin-
cipal 44 (1965): 36-40.
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administrative behavior and the organizational climate study
of Halpin and Croft (1963) but emphasize these studies yield
information in the area of relationships rather than in
overall performance. Hemphill's study further suggested
that factors which make a principal successful in one setting
may be different from those required in another. The study
also indicated that different reference groups yielded
disagreement; teacher, supervisory personnel and others on
what made for a good or successful principal.
Unfortunately, the nature of the position means there
will be demands and adjustments. However, because of the
constant changes in our complex society, it is increasingly
difficult to implement new techniques and procedures in
education involving both teachers and students.
The principalship today is different and much
more difficult than it was a decade ago. There
is little resemblance between the duties, responsi¬
bilities, and problems of the principal of a few
years ago and those of today's administrator.
Among the reasons for this difference. . . are
changes in the curriculum and more extensive
teacher involvement in it; dissatisfaction of
principals with the failure of training programs
to keep current with the many aspects of his job;
teacher militancy, student unrest, widespread
drug use; the general societal unrest engendered
by the war in Vietnam; the belief that the black
citizen has not been treated fairly; and the
existence of social injustices such as poverty
in the midst of plenty.25
Principals have a unique position. This posture
requires them to be responsible and accountable to and for
25paul B. Jacobson, James D. Logsdon and Robert R.
Weigmon, The Principalship; New Perspectives (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973), p. 1.
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many different groups. Foskett indicated that principals
themselves had diverse opinions of the expected behavior
connected with their roles than did any of the groups with
which they worked. However, teachers showed the most con¬
sistent agreement in the role perception of the principal.
This apparent perception possessed by teachers and prin¬
cipals of the principal's role suggests a greater awareness
on the part of teachers to communicate and establish more
appropriate evaluative procedures.
Gross and Harriott examined the qualities of prin¬
cipals in a study called the Executive Professional Leader¬
ship (E.P.L.). The study was of principal behavior rather
than performance. It involved teacher rating of certain
selected principal behaviors. On the basis of teacher
assessed.behavior ratings the researchers concluded that
E.P.L. was related to age (inversely), the motive of
service, the E.P.L. of superiors, and the willingness to
perform additional service beyond normal duties. There
were a number of factors (unrelated) to the principal's
degree of E.P.L.: the amount of teaching experience, previous
experience as assistant principal, degree, sex and marital
status.27
2®John M. Foskett, The Normative World of the Elemen¬
tary School Principal (Eugene, Oregon: Center for the
Advanced Study of Educational Administration, 1967), p. 86.
27Neal C. Gross and Robert E. Herriott, Staff
Leadership in Public Schools (New York: John Wiley and
Sons, 1965), p. 150.
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The researchers indicated a positive relationship
between the amount of professional leadership provided by
elementary principals and staff morale, the professional
performance of teachers and the pupils' learning. They
also found that the stronger the professional leadership
provided by the principal's immediate superior, the greater
the professional leadership of the principal.
Halpin, as a follow-up to his studies on leadership
behavior, found that interacting personalities within the
organizational framework of a school produce a distinctive
personality of the organization itself. Thus, Halpin supports
the theory that leadership behaviors of individual principals
can be affected by the organizational climate in which they
work. Halpin used an instrument, the Organizational Climate
Description Questionnaire, to define various climates which
can exist in a school. He dealt with the characteristics of
schools with open and closed climates and the leadership
characteristics of the administrators. He concluded that in
a climate high in a particular dimension-initiating structure,
performance is likely to be high rather than low on that
dimension.28
Rufus Young conducted a study to examine the per¬
ception of urban elementary school teachers and principals
28Andrew W. Halpin, Administrative Theory in Education
(Chicago: Midwest Administrative Center, 1958), p. 88.
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relative to administrative leadership traits. Young was
specifically concerned with identifying how teachers and
principals perceive leadership behavior of school teachers
and principals.
Young concluded:
Teachers' perceptions of principals'
administrative behaviors were different from the
principals' assessment of their own administrative
behaviors. When teachers were grouped by sex,
race, age, years of teaching experience, and
academic training, they were consistent in their
perceptions of principals' administrative
behaviors.
. . . teachers with more academic training
rated principals significantly higher. . . than
did teachers with less academic training. When
principals are grouped by the same variables.
Black principals and older principals differed
in their self-assessment. . . Black principals
assessed themselves higher than White principals
and older principals assessed themselves higher
than younger principals.29
Robert Haggard examined the perceptions of four
hundred and ninety-one teachers and principals relative to
organizational climate in elementary schools. His analysis
shows:
. . . Administrators wishing to improve
their school climate strive for more open channels
of communication. Principals should become more
aware of the feelings and behavior of teachers
under their supervision. Institutions of higher
learning assuming the responsibility for training
school administrators need to place greater
emphasis upon the importance of organizational
climate in schools and lastly, administrators
^^Rufus Young, Jr., "An Investigation of the Per¬
ceptions Held by Urban Elementary School Teachers and Prin
cipals Relative to Administrative Leadership Traits"
(Ed.D. dissertation, Atlanta University, 1975), p. 127.
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should strive to better integrate the
goals of the organization with the needs
of individuals working there.^0
Morphet, Johns and Reller state that monocratic
organizational structures are bureaucratic and authoritarian
in nature, while pluralistic structures can be characterized
as collegial and democratic by popular definition. These
authors caution;
It should not be inferred, however, that
democratic administration is ipso facto good and
that authoritarian administration is ipso facto
bad. History provides numerous examples of
successful and unsuccessful democratic admin¬
istration and successful and unsuccessful
authoritarian administration. Furthermore, it
is not strictly accurate to classify admin¬
istration as democratic and authoritarian. It
would be difficult, if not impossible, to find an
administration which is completely authoritarian
or completely democratic. It is more accurate
to think of democracy and authoritarianism as
part of the same continuum.31
Shuster and Stewart introduce their study of the
principal of an autonomous elementary school in much the same
manner as Jacobson et al.;
Although the decade of the seventies has
brought with it a demand for vigorous leadership
on the part of all educational leaders, the
elementary administrator in particular is
confronted with problems which can no longer be
left unresolved. The vast array of problems
30Robert L. Haggard, "A Comparison of Principals'
and Teachers' Perceptions of Organizational Climate in Elemen¬
tary Schools" (Ph.D. dissertation. University of Arkansas,
1972).
3lEdgar L. Morphet, Roe L. Johns, and Theodore L.
Reller, Educational Organization and Administration (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967), p. 112.
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confronting the elementary principal leaves
him no choice but to come to grips with these
pressing problems in practical ways. The
administrative head of the elementary school
who is close to children, teachers, parents,
and the citizens of the community must
demonstrate his leadership skills to build
an imaginative educational program for his
community. This need for professional
maturity focuses the spotlight on two major
aspects of the principal's work: (1) the
nature of competent leadership behavior,
and (2) his administrative and changing
supervisory role.^^
Hemphill, Griffiths and Fredericksen conducted a
research project at Teachers College, Columbia University,
that offered some clarification on the relationship of
leadership aspects of administration in relation to the
principalshipi
The study provides no reason to question the
prescription that principals 'ought' to be
leaders and that leadership should be an
important part of the principal's work.
However, the study indicates that adminis¬
trative performance is much more than
leadership, and that when leadership is
stressed to the exclusion of other aspects
of administration, an incomplete picture
is presented.33
Behavioral Forces and Role of Principal
Griffiths' study presented seven factors that have
an apparent bearing on the principalship: (a) exchanging
^^Albert H. Shuster and Don H. Stewart, The Principal
and the Autonomous Elementary School (Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill, 1973), p. 380.
33Daniel E. Griffiths, John K. Hemphill, and Norman
Fredericksen, Administrative Performance and Personality;
Study of the Principal in a Simulated Elementary School
(New York; Teacher's College Press, Columbia University,
1962), p. 345.
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information; (b) discussing with others before acting; (c)
complying with suggestions made by others; (d) analyzing the
situation; (e) maintaining organizational relationships;
(f) responding to outsiders; and (g) directing the work
of others.
Jacobson, Logsdon, and Weigmon suggested that:
It is important that the successful
principal have certain personal qualities.
A successful principal should (1) be a
superior organizer and a skilled administrator;
(2) be able to administer his school without
allowing it to consume his entire time; (3)
have some time for the supervision or
coordination of instruction—a thoughtful, and
therefore a time-consuming process; (4) also
be a wise and discrete executive who handles
parents with tact, firmness, and skill; and
(5) be able to make decisions promptly and
correctly if he is to be an efficient
executive. An executive will, of course,
delegate such responsibilities as he can;■
the others he will assume and effectively
discharge.
In addition, the principal must be a good
business manager. The financial details of
extracurricular activities, the lunchroom, the
school store, and other concerns must be cared
for in a businesslike manner. The requisitioning
of supplies, their proper and prompt delivery
throughout the building, and their economical
use are problems over which a careless or
nonprofessional principal might spend his
entire time.34
Clark, Griffiths and lannaccone have listed the
areas of responsibility and categorized the needed skills
under three major headings: (1) Technical, (2) Human, and
(3) Conceptual. The categories of responsibilities are
^^Jacobson et al.,
tives, p. 41.
The Principalship; New Perspec-
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listed as: (1) Improving the educational program, (2)
Selecting and developing personnel, (3) Working with the
community, and (4) Managing the school.
Elsbree, McNally, and Wynn prefer to
advance what is called "a taxonomy of functions"
as a device for the study of the elementary
school principalship. Included in this
listing are broad general areas and sub¬
headings providing more detailed descriptions
of duties. These include;
"I. Organization and supervision of the
instructional program
"1. Developing curriculum
"2. Organizing for instruction
"3. Supervision
"4. Evaluation
"5. Organizing for improvement
"II. Administering pupil personnel and
pupil progress
"1. Development of policies and
practices
"2. Classification and grouping
"3. Evaluating and reporting
pupil progress
"4. Maintaining school records
"5. Administering the guidance
program
"6. Handling discipline
"7. Administering school attendance
"III. Administering school-community relations
"IV. Administering funds and facilities
"1. Administration of the school
office
"2. Handling school funds and supplies
35David L. Clark, Daniel E. Griffiths, and Laurence
lannacone. Organizing Schools for Effective Education




"4, Administering the library
”5. Dealing with and providing
instructional technology
"6. Managing the school plant
"7. Managing school transportation"36
DeVaughn participated in a very meaningful research
project (Mississippi Task Force Committee) and listed four¬
teen- major standards on which to base administrative per¬
formance. These standards have been widely used by a number
of school systems. DeVaughn's standards paved the way for
the development of new methods and procedures for effective
evaluation.
Shuster and Stewart listed some concerns they felt
essential for an effective principal at any level; (1)
curriculiam, (2) personnel, (3) public relations, (4) pupil-
teacher relationships, (5) non-instructional personnel,
(6) relations with the central office, (7) guidance, (8)
articulation, (9) school supplies, plant, equipment, and
(10) organization.38
^^Willard S. Elsbree, Harold J. McNally, and Dale R.
Wynn, The Elementary School Principal (New York; American
Book Company, 1967), p. 18.
37Everett DeVaughn, A Manual for Developing Reasonable
Objectives, Non-discriminatory Standards for Evaluating
Administrator Performance (Mississippi State University;
Mississippi Educational Service Center, 1971), p. 4.
Albert H. Shuster and Don H. Stewart, The Principal
and the Autonomous.Elementary School, pp. 43-46.
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Na"- "~e and Concept of Attitude
Attitude is regarded as one of the most ubiquitous
of all the terms used in social science. Lemon states,
"It's remarkable the fact that- the concept survived at all
with so many sharply critical views." And Lemon continues.
This widespread usage has detracted from
the operational clarity of attitude and
rendered it a pot pourri term with no
generally accepted definition. Unfortunately
for the conceptual state of the field, it
seems that this is precisely why it has
proved so attractive, since each individual
has been able to tailor the term to suit
his own purposes. One of the advantages that
attitude has from this point of view is that
it can be applied at many different levels of
analysis. It can, for example, be used to
characterize the behavior of a single
individual in a carefully controlled
laboratory situation, and yet at the same
time it can also be used to characterize the
value orientations of large collectivities.
In order to define what the explanatory role
of attitude could be in this context, it is
necessary to make two assumptions. The first
is that attitudes are not completely malleable
and flexible, and that they can maintain a
stable form which persists even in the' face
of changing social circumstances. This
assumption is necessary since it is clear that
if changes in social factors were to lead to
immediate changes in attitude then knowledge
of attitude could not add anything to prediction
from social structural factors alone. Under
these circumstances attitude might still have
intrinsic interest as the intervening variable
which mediated between structural factors and
behavior.^9
In spite of the many approaches discussed, there is
considerable consensus at the definitional level as to what
^^Nigel Lemon, Attitudes and Their Measurements
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1973) , pp. 1-2.
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the characteristics of attitudes are as is notably seen
in the following quotation;
One of the almost universally accepted
assumptions about attitudinal behavior is that
it is learned. This is an integral part of
almost all the well-known definitions of the
term, and has hardly ever been seriously
questioned. It is however an assumption which
is hard to test directly, and which has
therefore been accepted more on faith than on
concrete evidence. Its influence on the
direction research has taken in this area is,
however, considerable. By assuming that
attitudes are learned, investigators have
assumed that they are also capable of
modification by further learning. . . .
. . . One characteristic which has attracted
a growing amount of interest in recent years is
attitude structure. This is usually defined
operationally in terms of respondents' perceptions
of the attitude domain, and is therefore closely
akin to the cognitive component. Structure has
been variously interpreted by different inves¬
tigators, as the heterogeneous group of attitude
measures. It does however refer not only to the
content of respondents' perceptions, but also
to the way in which they are organized and the
ways in which they relate together. Thus the
degree to which an individual's belief system
is integrated is an important characteristic of
attitude structure, and one which is likely to
influence its susceptibility to change.^®
Campbell et al. present additional information on
behavior and indicate:
Responses towards most objects are prefaced by
attitudes towards these objects which in a
proximal sense determine these responses. Here
attitude refers to some psychological process
which determines an individual's behavior.
Such definitions of attitude thus given
include the nature of this process rather than
restrict themselves to definitions of behavior.
40lbid., pp. 15-17.
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G. W. Allport's (1935) well-known definition
of attitude is a good example of this kind of
conceptualization. According to Allport,
attitude is "a mental and neural state of
readiness, organized through experience
exerting a directive or dynamic influence upon
the individual's response to all objects or
situations with which it is associated.41
The literature provided repeated reference to the
question of the determinants of the relationship between
attitude and behavior. It is significant to mention that
the degree to which a person is willing to disclose his
attitudes is important. Sherif et al. assert:
When objects of his attitudes are
encountered in specific situations, the
individual's behavior takes on more
characteristic and consistent or predictable
patterns. Events out of line with them are
dismaying, annoying, and disappointing.
Events in line with the direction of his
attitudes are desired, pleasing, and
satisfying. The victory of our team or
party leaves us with a warm glow. Our loss
troubles and disappoints us. . . .
... In short, attitudes are inferred
from characteristics and consistent modes of
behavior toward some class of objects, persons,
events, and issues over a time span. The
behaviors from which attitudes are inferred
include actions and verbal utterances, provided
the individual is not on guard with the concern
that reflecting a given attitude is inappropriate
under the circumstances of that expression of
attitudes is not reflected by some procedures
4lAlbert B. Campbell, Phillip E. Converse, William
E. Miller, and Donald E. Stokes, The American Voter (New
York: Wiley Press, 1960), quoted in Nigel Lemon, Attitudes
and Their Measurements (New York: John Wiley and Sons,
1973), p. 8.
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designed to assess it. . . . it is only through
behavior that an atti.tude can be inferred.42
Lawless perceived a definite relationship between
attitude and behavior and so indicated;
... We know a person's attitude when bits of
information from his past behavior enable us to
predict his future behavior in certain situations.
However, we are going a step further by implying
that the readiness to act is a 'real thing' which
the person carries around with him, which exists
even when he is asleep. In other words, the
attitude is considered as an entity or a process
which exists even though we are not able to
observe it directly.43
Objectives as a Means of Instructional Management
It is pertinent to mention that objectives and goals
provide the bridge between motivation and cognition. An
individual can attend to only a limited number of things.
March and Simon state;
In organizations where various aspects of
the whole complex problem are being handled by
different individuals and different groups
of individuals, a fundamental technique for
simplifying the problem is to factor a number
of nearly interdependent parts so that each
organizational unit handles one of these parts
and can omit the others from its definition of
the situation. . . . This technique is
prominent in individual and small group behavior.
A large complex task is broken down into a
sequence of smaller tasks, the conjunction of.
which adds up to the accomplishment of the
larger. . . .
42carolyn W. Sherif, Muzafer Sherif, and Roger E.
Nebergall, Attitude and Attitude Change; The Social
Judgement-Involvement Approach (Philadelphia; W. B.
Saunders Company, 1965), p. 6.
^^David J. Lawless, Effective Management Social
Psychological Approach (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey;
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1972), p. 166.
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. . . The principle way to factor a problem
is to construct a means-end analysis. The means
that are specified in this way become sub-goals
which may be assigned to individual organizational
units. This kind of jurisdictional assignment
is often called "organization by purpose" or
"departmentalization by purpose.
Much of our knowledge is not gained through direct
perception but through the reports of the perceptions of
others transmitted through the channels of communication
and interaction. March and Simon conclude that "the capacity
of an organization to maintain a complex, highly inter¬
dependent pattern of activity is limited in part by its
capacity to handle the communication required for coordination.
The greater the efficiency of communication within the organi¬
zation, the greater the tolerance for interdependence.^^
The researcher believes the Atlanta Public School
System is directing a parallel design that is very similar
to a means-end analysis.
The Atlanta Public School's system-wide objectives
are specified in such a way that school-wide objectives
become sub-goals of each school. Hence, this becomes
jurisdictional assignment that can be observed, documented
and measured. The researcher perceives system-wide objec¬
tives as a blueprint to coordinate communication, decrease
self-containment, and minimize system-wide uncertainty.
James G. March and Herbert A.' Simon, Organization
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1958), pp. 151-152.
45ibid., p. 162.
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The utilization of means-end analysis technique in
establishing system-wide objectives is in conflict with
McGregor's assumption, "Authority is the central indis¬
pensable means of managerial control. This is the basic
principle of the theory of management. Authority as a
means of control depends first of all upon the ability to
enforce it through the use of punishment. . . . Diminishing
authority of school administrators has caused the area of
A C
evaluation to become a more delicate issue.
The research indicates that evaluation procedures
cannot be spotty and incomplete. Evaluation procedures
dealing with students must of necessity deal with what the
teacher is trying to do and how he plans to perform the
task. Thus, the procedure should not deal with specifically
what the child has learned, but rather an examination and
appraisal of how much was accomplished and the techniques
and methods used to obtain objectives.
School-wide objectives are determined by the school
and evaluated based on a set of educational objectives
established by the respective schools.
Objectives can enable a school administrator to
become more effective in establishing a climate for positive
benefits for students and teachers in a very complex facility.
Management by objectives is a vital ingredient to solving
educational problems as it is for business management.
A f.
^°Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise
(New York; McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1960), p. 19.
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The federal government has served notice
that it will hold school administrators
accountable for the stated objectives of their
programs. This means that proposals for federal
funds will have to be stated in terms of
measurable performance objectives. Programs will
be evaluated by the.degree to which objectives
have been attained. . . .
. . . A systems approach is a scientific
method for moving from a goal to its attainment.
The primary purpose of this procedure is to
eliminate the discrepancy between the stated
goal and the actual output. In performing the
operations we are concerned with both the
effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.
The degree to which the actual output corresponds
to our stated goal is the measure of our effec¬
tiveness. To determine our efficiency we must
compare the time and energy invested with the
cost utility, of other methods.
A goal which is of considerable current
interest is to individualize instruction. In
the three-step systems approach we would (1)
analyze what needs to be done, (2) design how
to do it, and (3) manage the operation. In
the end the pupil and teacher would be informed
exactly how they must perform in order to meet
the goal. . . . The instructional program would
be managed in such a way that a constant flow
of information would be fed back to the pupil,
the instructor, and the manager comparing
progress with the goal.47
This section would be incomplete without reference
to the "machine theory" of Katz and Kahn; "just as we build
a mechanical device with given sets of specifications for
accomplishing a task, so we can construct an organization
according to a blueprint to achieve a given purpose."48
^^John McManama, Systems Analysis for Effective
School Administration (West Nyack, New York; Parker
Publishing Company, 1971), p. 19.
48Daniel Katz and Robert L. Kahn, The Social
Psychology of Organization (New York; John Wiley and Sons,
Inc., 1966) , p. 72.
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The organization, though conceived of as
a machine, is not necessarily self-directing.
To maintain the coordination of the whole,
decisions must be centralized in one command,
and to attain perfect coordination there
should be man-to-man responsibility down the
line.49
In Getzels, Lipham and Campbell's writing on the
relation between teacher personality, subject matter taught
and teacher-administrator interaction, they revealed a study
that was done by Andrews, on "A Deterrent to Harmony Among
Teachers." Andrews reasoned as follows:
In a high school there is a general
culture whose norms are oriented toward
education. This is the in-group in the school.
Members of the group are teachers of particular
subjects but they identify now with their
subjects but with education. Around the fringes
of this central culture in the school are a
number of sub-cultures—one for each of the
subject-matter fields. Members of these
subject-matter field cultures identify with
their own particular subject matter rather
than with education as such. A member of the
chemistry sub-culture, for example, is
distinctively a chemistry teacher rather
than primarily a teacher and secondarily
concerned with chemistry. Of the chemistry
teachers in a high school, then, some are
members of the education culture and other
members of the chemistry sub-culture. The
same is true of the other subject-matter field
groups.50
49lbid.
50John M. Andrews, "A Deterrent to Harmony Among
Teachers," Administrators' Notebook (March 1968), p. 12.
quoted in Jacob W. Getzels, James M. Lipham, Roald F.
Campbell, Educational Administration As A Social Process
(New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1968), pp. 254-255.
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To clarify this study further, Andrews' study revealed:
The teachers were divided into two groups with
regard to personality differences: those whose
personality pattern was more like that of the
teachers in their particular subject-matter
field, and those whose personality pattern was more
like that of the average of all teachers. The
former were designated members of the "subject-
matter culture," the latter members of the "education
culture."
The findings for the male teachers were quite
straight-forward. There were significant dif¬
ferences between the two groups in educational
background, locus of teacher preparation, teaching
preference, and, more important in the present
context, certain factors of pre-eminent significance
to the administrator, such as turnover rate, satis¬
faction in the teaching situation, and feelings of
pressure from the administrator.51
Summary
The responsibility for effective school management by
objectives and objective-centered approach to performance is
a primary responsibility of the administrative leader of a
school system and/or his designated representative.
It was further determined from the literature that
community concerns about the quality of education stimulated
school systems and superintendents to move towards finding
ways to improve the academic climate. The improvement of
school climate is viewed as a means of improving competence
of teachers and students. Many systems look toward evaluation
as a means of improving competence. The research distinctly
indicated that interacting personalities within the organi¬
zational framework of a school produce a distinctive
S^Ibid.
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personality of the organization itself. Moreover, the leader¬
ship behavior of individuals can be affected by the organi¬
zational climate in which they work.
Further, the literature' revealed that teachers and
supervisors agreed that evaluation was important but there
were varied opinions on the procedures for effective eval¬
uation .
The literature suggests that behavioral change can
lead to attitude changes under appropriate circumstances and
that attitudes and behavior are interdependent in such a way
that changes in beharvior can cause corresponding changes in
attitude. The evidence does not indicate that all attitudes
are the result of behavioral change.
It seems reasonably safe to assume that the literature
does suggest that the perceptions of teachers and adminis¬
trators concerning evaluative procedures and system-wide
objectives and their effect on the attitudes and behavior of
teachers and administrators are of significant importance and
should receive considerable research.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE
This research was designed to investigate the
perceptions of Atlanta Public School personnel towards the
new evaluation procedures, system-wide and school-wide
objectives. This study consisted of two major phases.
Phase one was a review of the literature to assist
in the development of a questionnaire that would enable
school personnel to indicate their perceptions of the new
evaluative procedures, system-wide objectives and school-wide
objectives.
Phase two consisted of a field test of the instrximent to
refine, eliminate and clarify questions. As a part of phase
two, 100 teachers, six principals and three assistant prin¬
cipals were used to test the questionnaire in order to
eliminate ambiguity. As a result of this pilot test, the
questionnaire was reduced from sixty-four statements to forty
statements.
Sampling Procedure
The method of selecting personnel for use in this study
was random selection from the population of elementary, middle
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school and secondary teachers in the Atlanta Public Schools.
In order to get an adequate sample, all eight middle schools,
all twenty-two high schools and fifty elementary or approxi¬
mately one-half of the elementary schools were used in the
sample. The elementary schools were selected by the lottery
method. The schools represented a cross section of the
Atlanta Public School System. The sample includes size one
schools (enrollment less than 500), size two schools
(enrollment between 500-1299), and size three schools
(enrollment above 1300).
Teachers and principals from eighty schools were
sent six hundred questionnaires. The questionnaires represent
250 elementary teachers, 100 middle school teachers, 170
high school teachers and eighty principals.
Description of the Instrument
The forty items on the questionnaire were divided
into five components which highlight specific factors in the
questionnaire. A copy is available in Appendix 2, p. 93.
These components and number of items associated with each
area are shown below:
I. Leadership Role Items 1-5
II. Behavioral Forces Items 6-13
III. Principal-Teacher Communication Items 14-23
IV. Attitude Towards Goal-Setting
and Decision-Making Items 24-34
V. Professional Preparation Items 35-40
On April 16, 1977, a written request to conduct
research in the Atlanta Public School System was sent to
Superintendent Alonzo A. Grim and Assistant Superintendent
Jarvis Barnes. The letter to Dr. Barnes, Assistant
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Superintendent for Research and Development was accompanied
by ten copies of the research proposal. Copies of both
letters are included in Appendix 1, pp. 89-90.
On May 17, 1977, Dr. Barhes responded, granting
permission to conduct the research. A meeting was held with
the Superintendent, Dr. Alonzo A. Crim. At that time the
proposal was discussed in detail. The Superintendent
provided the researcher with some meaningful suggestions and
agreed to the proposal without modification.
On May 24, 1977, a letter was sent to elementary,
middle and high school principals explaining the nature of
the research to be conducted and the questionnaire to be
utilized. Although the research had the Superintendent's
approval, participation by principals and teachers'was
voluntary^ A copy of the letters sent to principals is
included in Appendix 2, p. 92.
The survey was conducted by the principals and
teachers involved during the weeks of May 24, 1977 thru
June 3, 1977.
The responses from the principals and teachers were
gratifying. Out of 600 questionnaires, there were 513 usable
responses. The teacher responses represented thirty out of
fifty elementary schools, six of eight middle schools and
seventeen of twenty-two high schools. There were forty-nine
principal responses.
The questionnaire provided information on the per¬
ceptions of teachers and principals relative to their change
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in attitudes and behavior resulting from the new evaluative
procedures and system-wide objectives. A comparison scale
was used to represent the years prior to 1976 by "as it was"
with a five point scale. This "as it was" scale was compared
with the "as it is" scale representing the year 1977. The
"as it is" scale was represented by a five-point scale. Each
person compared the "as it was" with the "as it is" by
completing both sections of the questionnaire.
The following groups of people participated in the
survey:
1. Elementary School Teachers
2. Middle School Teachers
3. High School Teachers
4. Elementary School Principals
5. Middle School Principals
6. High School Principals
Instrumentation
The questionnaire was designed to elicit the necessary
data for answering the questions inherent in the problem of
this research and was prepared by the researcher under the
supervision of the dissertation committee.
Section one. The first section asked the respondents
for demographic information including number of years of
service, race, age range, academic degree, position, sex,
and school size.
Section two. The second section of the questionnaire
focused on the perceptions of the contrasting procedures of




The descriptive-survey research method, as described
by Cook et al., is not limited to any one method of data
collection.
Data may be collected in many different
ways; namely, by observation of behavior,
by questionnaires, or interviews, by
projective techniques, by examination of
existing records. The rules for using these
data to make statements about the phenomenon
in which one is interested may be built into
the data-collecting technique, or they may be
developed as a supplement to it.52
Characteristics of Schools and Programs
The fifty-four schools—thirty-one elementary, six
middle and seventeen high schools used in this study were
from the Atlanta Public Schools of Atlanta, Georgia. The
evaluation procedures and the system-wide objectives were
the same for all Atlanta schools. Conditions under which
the evaluation procedures were implemented and the manner in
which school-wide objectives were determined, however, were
different.
A summary of selected characteristics of the teachers
in the study is shown in table 1.
A sximmary of the selected characteristics of the
sample group of principals is shown in table 2. Four hundred
sixty-four teachers and forty-nine principals participated in
this study and completed the questionnaire.
52ciarie Seltiz, Marie Johoda, Morton Deutsch, and
Stuart W. Cook, Research Methods in Social Relations (New
York; Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, 1959), p. 157.
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TABLE 1
SEX, RACE, YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE, TYPE SCHOOL
PRESENTLY ASSIGNED, SEXUAL COMPOSITION OF SCHOOL
AND ACADEMIC PREPARATION OF THE TEACHERS WHO
COMPLETED EACH SECTION OF THE DATA FORM
Sex Years of Teaching Experience
Female 362 1-5 79
Male 102 6-10 118
11 - 15 98




Type of School Presently Assigned
Sex Composition by Schools Elementary 234
Middle 86
Elementary High School 144
Male 31
Female 203 Academic Preparation
Middle B.A. 206






A total of 464 teachers were included in this study
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TABLE 2
SEX, RACE, YEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE, YEARS AS PRINCIPAL,
SIZE OF SCHOOL, RACIAL COMPOSITION AND ACADEMIC
PREPARATION OF THE PRINCIPALS WHO COMPLETED
THE DATA FORM
Sex Years as Principal
Males 31 1-5 13
Females 18 6-10 18
11 - 15 13
Race 16 - 20 5
Black 33 School Levels
White 16
Elementary 26
Years Educational Experience MiddleHigh
6
17
11 - 15 10
16 - 20 16 Degree
20 - + 23
M.A. 37
Above M.A. 12
Description of Contrasting Evaluation Procedures
The evaluation procedures prior to 1976 required the
principal to use an evaluative checklist with three categories
on it. This checklist required no input from the teacher and
was strictly a judgemental task sheet to be completed by the
principal. The areas of concern were; physical health,
emotional health, appearance, voice and thirteen additional
physical concerns. Teachers were to be rated poor, below
average, average, above average or superior. The second
section had the following areas; appearance, voice and speech,
manner and general bearing, alertness and comprehension,
ability to present ideas, professional attitude, knowledge of
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teaching and hvunan relations. These areas were rated
acceptable or unacceptable. The third section consisted of
six subjective questions to be completed by the principal.
Lastly, principals recommended the teacher for tenure,
retention or dismissal.
The objective as stated on the previous evaluation
form reads:
The Atlanta school system is desirous of
securing and retaining the best teachers possible.
These teachers should possess such qualities of
character, personality, general scholarship, and
professional training as to insure the best
educational program for the youth of Atlanta and
to command the respect of the adult community.
They should be emotionally mature, industrious,
and have a real interest in working with pupils
of elementary or high school age.^^
A copy of the evaluation form can be found in
Appendix 4, p. 106 .
The new evaluative procedures consist of a specific
procedure to increase teacher-principal interaction. First
there is a teacher-self-assessment form that must be com¬
pleted by the teacher and reviewed by the teacher and prin¬
cipal for mutual acceptance.
The evaluation procedures demand three conferences
with the teacher and principal. They further demand a minimum
of three observations annually. The initial conference is
agreed on between principal and teacher. The remaining
observations are done at the discretion of the principal.
^^Evaluation of the Professional Growth and Service
of Teachers (Atlanta: Atlanta Public Schools, 1974), p. T.
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Each observation must be written and used as basis for teacher-
principal interaction and acceptance. The teacher receives
a copy of the review material. The principal and teacher
must agree on the objectives to be utilized by the teacher
for the respective classes. They must agree on plan of action
and method of assessment.
In attempting to evaluate the teacher, the principal
and teacher will determine the scope of the planned implemen¬








A copy of the new evaluation form can be found in
Appendix 4, p. 110.
Selection of Evaluatees
Prior to 1976, only probationary teachers were eval¬
uated for a three year period and either recommended or not
recommended for tenure. Once recommended for tenure, no
further formal evaluation was required.
The implementation of the new evaluative procedures
provides for evaluation of all personnel. Teachers are
selected by the last two numbers of their employee nximber.
The number selection process allows for each teacher to be
selected within a three year period. Probationary teachers
are still evaluated yearly for three years. Principals are
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evaluated yearly by their respective Area Superintendents,
regardless of time in service.
Treatment and Analysis of Data
The data considered in this study deal with teachers
and principals who work in the Atlanta School System and
have been exposed to the different procedures for evaluation
and the methods used to establish school-wide objectives.
Analysis of variance and t-tests are used to ascertain
differences in behavior and attitudes of teachers and prin¬
cipals (elementary, middle and high school) on each of the
five variables. Differences are accepted as significant if
the F-ratios or t-tests are large enough to indicate the
probability £, equal to or less than .05.
Further analyses are used to determine differences
between and among teachers when they were grouped by the
selected variables of sex, race, school levels (elementary,
middle and high school) and years of academic training.
CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
The data related to this investigation are presented
in appropriate tables, analyzed and interpreted. This
chapter is concerned with presenting and analyzing the
data resulting from the use of the Perceptions of Atlanta
Public School Teachers and Principals Toward the New Eval¬
uative Procedures, System-Wide Objectives and School-Wide
Objectives Questionnaire.
Each analysis was concerned with determining whether
the responses given by teachers and principals relative to
administrative leadership role, attitudes, and behavior as a
result of the new evaluative procedures, system-wide objec¬
tives and school-wide objectives were statistically signifi¬
cant. Moreover, the analysis was concerned with adminis¬
trators' assessment of their own leadership, attitudes and
behavior as a result of the new procedures.
Analyses of variance and t-tests are used to ascertain
differences in behavior and attitudes of teachers and prin¬
cipals (elementary, middle and high school) on each of the
five variables. Differences are accepted as significant if
the F ratios or t-tests were large enough to indicate the
probability £, equal to or less than .05.
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Analysis of variance was also used to determine if
differences existed, within the teacher and administrative
groups when each was grouped by the variables of sex, race,
academic training, years of experience, and school level.
Differences were accepted as significant if the computed F
ratios were large enough to indicate the probability, £,
equal to or less than .05. These data are presented in an
array of tables from tables one through nineteen.
Variable 1 (Leadership Role)
An analysis of variance was performed on data relative
to teachers' (elementary, middle and high school) perceptions
of the leadership role of principals as a result of the new
evaluative procedures and system-wide objectives. Elementary
teachers' responses indicate a significant change in the
leadership role of principals with an "as it was" mean of 19.62,
an "as it is" mean of 20.40 with a difference of .78 in favor
of "as it is". The F ratio for this comparison is 3.84 and
is statistically significant beyond the .05 level of confidence.
Middle school teachers' responses indicate no significant
change in the leadership role of principals with an "as it
was" mean of 17.70, an "as it is" mean of 18.29 with a dif¬
ference of .58 in favor of "as it was". The F ratio for this
comparison is .7401 and is not statistically significant at
the .05 level of confidence. High school teachers' responses
indicate a significant change in the leadership role of prin¬
cipals with an "as it was" mean of 17.76, an "as it is" mean
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of 20.05 with a difference of 2.29 in favor of the "as it is"
mean. The F ratio for this comparison is 19.02 and is
statistically significant at the .05 level of confidence. A
summary of the data relative to this finding is shown in table 3.
TABLE 3
MEAN AND F RATIOS FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA FOR
ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
ON LEADERSHIP ROLE OF PRINCIPAL
Mean Mean
Variable N "As it was" "As it is" F P
Teachers at
All Levels
Elementary 224 19.62 20.40 3.84* < .05
Middle 84 17.70 18.29 .74 .05
High School 131 17.76 20.05 19.02* < .05
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence
Variable 2 (Behavior)
Analysis of variance was performed on the data
relative to teachers* responses concerning their behavior and
the behavior of principals, and principals’ responses relative
to their behavior and the behavior of teachers. Elementary
teachers' responses indicate a significant change in behavior
with an "as it was" mean of 28.57, an "as it is" mean of
30.32 with a difference of 1.75 in favor of "as it is". The
F ratio for this comparison is 6.55 and is statistically
significant at the .05 level of confidence. Middle school
teachers' responses indicate a significant change in behavior
with an "as it was" mean of 26.20, an "as it is" mean of 28.37,
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with a difference of 2.17 in favor of "as it is". The F ratio
for this comparison is 4.78 and is statistically significant
at the .05 level of confidence. High school teachers'
responses indicate a significant change in principals' and
teachers' behavior with an "as it was" mean of 25.13, an
"as it is" mean of 30.25 with a difference of 5.12 in favor
of "as it is". The F ratio for this comparison is 55.60 and
is statistically significant at the .05 level of confidence.
A summary of the data relative to this finding is shown in
table 4.
TABLE 4
MEAN AND F RATIOS FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA FOR
ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS ON
PRINCIPAL AND TEACHER BEHAVIOR
Mean Mean
Variable N "As it was" "As it is" F P
Teachers at
All Levels
Elementary 223 28.57 30.32 6.55* <.05
Middle 84 26.20 28.37 4.78* <.05
High School 131 25.13 30.25 55.60* <. 05
*Signifleant at the .05 level of confidence
Variable 3 (Principal-Teacher Communication)
An analysis of variance was performed on the data
relative to teachers' and principals' perceptions of teacher
principal communication resulting from the new evaluative
procedures and system-wide objectives.
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Elementary teachers' responses indicate a significant
change in principal-teacher communication with an "as it was"
mean of 32.83, an "as it is" mean of 35.74 with a difference
of 2.91 in favor of "as it is". The F ratio for this com¬
parison is 9.12 and is statistically significant at the .05
level of confidence. Middle school teachers' responses
indicate a significant change in principal-teacher communication
with an "as it was" mean of 30.46, an "as it is" mean of
34.53 with a difference of 4.07 in favor of "as it is". The
F ratio for this comparison is 8.32, and is statistically
significant at the .0'5 level of confidence. High school
teachers' responses indicate a significant change in prin¬
cipal-teacher communication with an "as it was" mean of 1.02,
an "as it is" mean of 35.46 with a difference of 34.44 in
favor of "as it is". The F ratio for this comparison is
1825.98 and is statistically significant at the .01 level
of confidence. A summary of the data relative to this
finding is shown in table 5.
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TABLE 5
MEAN AND F RATIOS FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA FOR,




Variable N "As it was" "As it is" F P
Teachers at
All Levels
Elementary 218 32.83 35.74 9.12* < .05
Middle 83 30.46 34.53 8.32* < .05
High School 144 1.02 35.46 1825.98* < .05
*Signifleant at the .05 level of confidence
Variable 4 (Attitude Towards Goal-Setting
and Decision-Making)
An analysis of variance was performed on data relative
to teachers' and principals' (elementary, middle and high
school) perceptions on attitude towards goal-setting and
decision-making as a result of the new evaluative procedures
and system-wide objectives.
Elementary teachers' responses indicate a significant
change in attitute towards goal-setting and decision-making
with an "as it was" mean of 40.50, an "as it is" mean of 42.53
with a difference of 2.03 in favor of "as it is". The F ratio
for this comparison is 4.99 and is statistically significant
at the .05 level of confidence. Middle school teachers'
responses indicate no significant change in attitude towards
goal-setting and decision-making with an "as it was" mean of
38.79, an "as it is" mean of 40.89 with a difference of 2.10
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in favor of "as it is". The F ratio for this comparison is
2.55 and is not statistically significant at the .05 level of
confidence. High school teachers' responses indicate a
significant change in attitude towards goal-setting and
decision-making with an "as it was" mean of 38.07, an "as it
is" mean of 42.50, with a difference of 4.43 in favor of "as
it is". The F ratio for this comparison is 19.56 and is
statistically significant at the .05 level of confidence. A
summary of the data relative to this finding is shown in
table 6.
TABLE 6
MEAN AND F RATIOS FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA FOR
ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS






"As it is" F P
Teachers at
All Levels
Elementary 216 40.50 42.53 4.99* < . 05
Middle 84 38.79 40.89 2.55 > .05
High School 137 38.07 42.50 19.56* < .05
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence
Variable 5 (Professional Preparation)
An analysis of variance was performed on the data
relative to teachers' (elementary, middle and high school)
perceptions of change between and among teachers and prin¬
cipals resulting from professional preparation.
Elementary, middle and high school teachers and
principals indicate a significant change in professional
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preparation resulting from the. new evaluative procedures and
system-wide objectives. Elementary teachers indicate a
significant change with an "as it was" mean of 12.96, an
"as it is" mean of 13.66 with a difference of .70 in favor
of "as it is". The F ratio for this comparison is 3.75 and
is statistically significant at the .05 level of confidence.
Middle school teachers' responses indicate no significant
change with an "as it was" mean of 14.00, an "as it is" mean
of 14.77 with a difference of .77 in favor of "as it is".
The F ratio for this comparison is 1.25 and is not statis¬
tically significant at the .05 level of confidence. High
school teachers' responses indicate a significant change in
professional preparation with an "as it was" mean of 19.07,
an "as it is" mean of 14.49 with a difference of 4.58 in favor
of "as it was". The F ratio for this comparison is 69.70
and is statistically significant at the .05 level of con¬
fidence. A summary of the data relative to this finding is
shown in table 7.
TABLE 7
MEAN AND F RATIOS FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA FOR
ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
ON PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION
Mean Mean
Variable N "As it was" "As it is" F P
Teachers at
All Levels
Elementary 216 12.96 13.66 3.75* < .05
Middle 83 14.00 14.77 1.25 >.05
High School 136 19.07 14.49 69.70* <.05
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence
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Principals when grouped by the variables race, sex,
years of experience, and academic preparation, revealed a
difference with respect to sex and years of experience.
The analysis of variance performed on data relative
to principals' (elementary, middle and high school) percep¬
tions of their leadership role indicates no significant change
with an "as it was" mean of 19.84, an "as it is" mean of 19.75
with a difference of .09 in favor of "as it was". The F ratio
for this comparison is .24 and is not statistically signifi¬
cant. A summary of the data relative to this finding is
shown in table 8.
TABLE 8
MEAN AND F RATIO FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA FOR









"As it is" F P
Sex of





*Significant at the .05 level of confidence
The analysis of variance performed on data relative to
principals' (elementary, middle and high school) perceptions
of behavior shows responses that are significant with an "as
it was" mean of 29.80, an "as it is" mean of 31.25 with a
difference of 1.45 in favor of "as it is". The F ratio for
this comparison is 4.80 and is statistically significant at the
.05 level of confidence, in favor of male principals with a
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mean of 31.93 and female principals with a mean of 29.80.
A summary of the data to this finding is shown in table 9.
TABLE 9
MEAN AND F RATIO FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA FOR
PRINCIPALS ON PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR BEHAVIOR









"As it is" F P
Sex of





*Significant at the .05 level of confidence
The analysis of variance performed on data relative to
principals' (elementary, middle and high school) perceptions
of principal-teacher communication shows no significant change
with an "as it was" mean of 34.74, an "as it is" mean of 32.49
with a difference of 2.25 in favor of "as it was". The F ratio
in this comparison is 11.61 and is statistically significant
with male principals showing adaptability to the "as it was"
with a mean of 37.25 and female principals showing a mean of
29.98 and a difference of 7.27 in favor of male principals.




MEAN AND F RATIO FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM










"As it is" F P
Sex of





*Signifleant'at the .05 level of confidence
The analysis of variance performed on data relative to
principals' (elementary, middle and high school) perceptions
of attitude towards goal-setting and decision-making reveal
a significant change with an "as it was" mean of 41.42, an "as
it is" mean of 42.14 with a difference of .28 in favor of
"as it is". The F ratio for this comparison is 4.95 and is
statistically significant for "as it is" with male principals
showing a mean of 43.68 and female principals showing a mean
of 39.88 and a difference of 4.81 in favor of male principals




MEAN AND F RATIO FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA FOR










"As it is" F P
Sex of





*Signifleant at the .05 level of confidence
The analysis of variance performed on data relative to
principals' (elementary, middle and high school) perceptions
of professional preparation shows a significant change in
professional preparation with an "as it was" mean of 12.78,
an "as it is" mean of 12.23 with a difference of .45 in
favor of "as it was". The F ratio for this comparison is
11.35 and is statistically significant for "as it was". A
summary of the data is shown in table 12.
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TABLE 12
MEAN AND F RATIO FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA









"As it is" F P
Sex of





*Signifleant at the .05 level of confidence
Principals, when grouped by variables of experience,
show no significant change in leadership role of principals
with "as it was" means of 14.38, 17.14, 17.60 and 21.88 with
F=12.71, an "as it is" means of 15.19, 21.83, 18.78 and 23.09
with F=12.22. The respective differences for each period of
years do not show a statistical change in "as it is" over




MEAN AND F RATIO FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA
FOR PRINCIPALS ON PERCEPTIONS OF YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE RELATIVE TO LEADERSHIP ROLE
Total Mean Mean




1-10 13 14.38 15.91 > .05
11 - 15 7 17.14 21.83 > .05
16 - 20 10 17.60 18.78 > .05
21+ 25 . 21.88 23.09 > .05
In summary, there are no significant changes in the
leadership role of principals with respect to any 'period of
years. As perceived by principals, there are no significant
changes in principals' behavior or attitude towards decision¬
making or goal-setting. However, the data reveal a signifi¬
cant difference within the group in principal-teacher com¬
munication.
An analysis of the data relative to behavior of
principals with respect to years of experience reveals no
significant change in behavior with an "as it was" means of
26.31, 26.14, 25.10, 31.12 with F=4.55, an "as it is" means
of 27.36, 32.33, 32.89, 33.78 with F=3.79. The respective
differences for each period of years do not show a significant
statistical change in "as it is" over "as it was".
The analysis of the data relative to principal-
teacher communication reveals a significant difference in the
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"as it was" procedures with a mean score of 32.06, represent¬
ing twenty-one plus years with F=4.36 and is statistically
significant for "as it was". The "as it is" mean of 39.18
does not indicate a statistically significant change, but
rather, adaptation for the "as it was"above the "as it is"
procedures. A summary of the data in this finding is shown
in table 14.
TABLE 14
MEAN AND F RATIO FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA
FOR PRINCIPALS ON PERCEPTIONS OF YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE RELATIVE TO PRINCIPAL-TEACHER
COMMUNICATION
Total Mean Mean
Variable N "As it was" "As it is" F P
Years of
Experience
as Principal 4.36* <.05
0-10 13 22.38 31.75
11 - 15 7 31.74 41.67
16 - 20 10 30.40 41.22
21+ 23 32.60 39.18
*Signifleant at the .05 level of confidence
There is no significant change in principals' attitude
towardsdecision-making, goal-setting and professional
preparation with respect to years of experience. The signifi¬
cant level of all F ratios was greater than .05.
Analysis of variance was performed on the data
relative to teachers' perceptions of leadership role.
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behavior, principal-teacher communication, attitude towards
goal-setting and decision-making and professional prepara¬
tion. Teachers were grouped by race, sex, experience as
teachers and academic training.
There are significant differences between and among
the perceptions held by teachers when grouped by the variables
mentioned above. An analysis of variance to examine the
perceptions of teachers by sex, representing males and
females from three school levels, elementary, middle and high
school, indicate a significant difference in their per¬
ceptions of the leadership role resulting from the new
evaluative procedures and system-wide objectives. The
analysis shows that the leadership change is perceived signi¬
ficantly by elementary female teachers with an "as it was"
mean of 19.71, an "as it is" mean of 19.52 with a difference
of .19 in favor of "as it was". The t-value is .388 and is
not statistically significant. Further analyses show levels
of significance for the "as it is" procedures for male
elementary teachers, male and female middle school and high
school teachers.
A test made of the data relative to the perceptions
of male and female middle school teachers shows that middle
school female teachers perceive a significant difference in
behavior with a female "as it was" mean of 29.12, an "as it
is" mean of 28.35, a t-value of .94 and is not statistically
significant. Further investigation reveals a level of signifi
cance in favor of principal-teacher communication with an
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"as it was" mean of 28.32, an "as it is" mean of 33.27 with
a significant t-value of 2.89 in favor of female middle
school teachers.
High school male and female teachers and elementary
male teachers reveal a significant level of confidence in
their perceptions of leadership role. Middle school female
teachers reveal a significant level of confidence in prin¬
cipal-teacher communication in favor of the "as it is" pro¬
cedures. A summary of the data to this finding is shown in
tables 15 and 16.
TABLE 15
MEAN AND T TESTS FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA ON
TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS OF LEADERSHIP ROLE AND
PRINCIPAL-TEACHER COMMUNICATION OF
PRINCIPALS WHEN GROUPED BY SEX
Mean Mean
Variable "As it was" "As it is" t P
Leadership Role
Elementary Female 19.71 19.52 .388 .05
Middle School Female 29.12 28.35 .940 .05
High School Female 15.51 19.57 4.678 <.05*
Elementary Male 19.43 20.77 3.42 <.05*
Middle School Male 15.88 18.20 ■ .958 .05
High School Male 17.10 20.42 3.092 <.05*
Teacher-Principal
Communication
Middle School Female 28.32 33.27 2.89 <.05
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence
Black and white teachers reveal significant dif¬
ferences in their perceptions relative to leadership role,
behavior, principal-teacher communication, attitude toward
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goal-setting and decision-making, and professional prepara¬
tion. Black middle school teachers perceived a significance
in behavior with an "as it was" mean of 25.81, an "as it is"
mean of 29.12 with a difference of 3.24 in favor of "as it
is". The t-value of 2.13 is statistically significant.
Additionally, a significant t-value of 2.07, an "as it was"
mean of 29.59, an "as it is" mean of 34.74 with a difference
of 5.15 in favor of black teachers perceiving a significant
change in principal-teacher communication. A summary of the
data is shown in table 16.
TABLE 16
MEAN AND T-TESTS FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA ON
TEACHERS (BLACK AND WHITE) RELATIVE TO
SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES (BEHAVIOR AND
PRINCIPAL-TEACHER COMMUNICATION)
Variable "As it was" "As it is" t P
Black Middle
School Teachers
Leadership Role 17.23 18.79 1.71 > .05
Behavior 25.81 29.12 2.13* < .05
Principal-Teacher
Communication 29.59 34.74 2.07* < .05
♦Significant at the .05 level of confidence
There are no statistically significant changes in
leadership role, attitude towards goal-setting and decision¬
making and professional preparation.
Black and white high school teachers indicate signifi¬
cant changes in their perceptions relative to leadership role,
behavior, principal-teacher communcation, attitude towards
goal-setting and decision-making, and professional preparation.
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Black high school teachers perceive a significant
change in the leadership role of principals with an "as it
was mean of 16.83, an "s it is" mean of 20.55 with a t-
value of 2.39 and is statistically significant in favor of
"as it is”. Further analysis shows perceptions of black high
school teachers relative to behavior with an "as it was"
mean of 23.75, an "as it is" mean of 31.47 with a significant
t-value of 3.88. Additionally, black high school teachers'
perceptions of principal-teacher communication and attitude
towards goal-setting and decision-making are at significant
levels beyond the .05. A summary of the data is shown in
table 17.
TABLE 17
MEAN AND T-TESTS FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA ON






"As it is" t P
Black High
School Teachers
Leadership Role 16.83 20.55 2.39* < .05
Behavior 23.75 31.47 3.88* < .05
Principal-Teacher
Communication 36.80 1.02 4.201* < .05
Attitude Towards
Goal-Setting and
Decision-Making 36.40 43.41 3.77* < .05
♦Significant at the .05 level of confidence
An analysis of variance was performed on data
relative to teachers' (elementary, middle and high school)
years of experience. The results show a significant
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difference in their responses to leadership role based on
years of experience. The years of experience are significant
for teachers with sixteen to twenty years plus with an "as
it was" mean of 20.10, an "as it is" mean of 19.53 with a
difference of .57 in favor of the "as it was" procedures.
The F ratio for this comparison is 6.36 and is statistically
significant for rpocedures prior to 1976-1977. Moreover,
teachers with eleven-fifteen years indicate a difference of
1.69 between the "as it was" and "as it is" means. This
difference is in favor of the "as it was" procedures. The
F ratio for this comparison is statistically significant.
Additionally, teachers with sixteen plus years of experience
indicate significant adaptability to behavior and principal-
teacher communication of principals prior to the 1976-1977
procedures. A summary of this finding is shown in table 18.
TABLE 18
MEAN AND F RATIOS FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA ON
TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS RELATIVE TO YEARS OF
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
lilean Mean




1-5 years 75 17.33 16.34
6-10 years 121 18.65 17.55
11 - 15 years 98 19.66 17.97
16 - 20+ years 170 20.10 19.53
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence
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An analysis of data relative to academic preparation
indicates a significant difference between the "as it was"
and "as it is" procedures. Specifically, when all degrees
were grouped for analysis, one of five variables indicate a
difference.
Teachers with Bachelor of Arts degrees have percep¬
tions of attitude towards goal-setting and decision-making
that are significant with a mean of 39.84 as opposed to a
Master of Arts mean of 38.23. The difference and t-value
of 1.97 are statistically significant at the .05 level of
confidence. An analysis of teachers with the Bachelor of
Arts degree grouped together reveals a level of significance
in favor of the "as it was" procedures relative to behavior
of principals and teachers and with respect to principal-
teacher communication. Professional preparation is perceived
by Bachelor of Arts teachers as significant for the "as it
is" procedures. Teachers with the Master of Arts degree
reveal perceptions that significantly favor "as it was"
procedures with respect to leadership role, behavior and
principal-teacher communication. However, the "as it is"
procedures in the area of professional preparation were
significant at the .05 level of confidence. A sximmary of the
data to these findings is shown in table 19.
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TABLE 19
MEAN AND T-TEST FOR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM DATA ON TEACHERS'
PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR ACADEMIC PREPARATION
Variable
Degree




Decision-Making 39.84 38.23 1.97* < .05
B.A. "As it was"/
B.A. "As it is" "As it was" "As it is"
Principal-Teacher
Communication 32.98 24.75 5.62* < .05
Professional
Preparation 12.81 14.51 3.23* < .05
M.A. "As it was"/
M.A. "As it is" "As it was" "As it is"
Leadership Role 19.25 17.76 2.88* < .05
Principal-Teacher
Communication 32.46 20.42 8.91* < .05
Professional
Preparation 12.81 14.51 3.32* < . 05
Behavior 28.64 25.82 3.69* < .05
*Signifleant at the .05 level of confidence
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
This chapter presents a suinmary of the study,
conclusions, implications and recommendations arrived at
from the investigation and the statistical analysis of the
data and recommendations for future research.
The findings in this study can stimulate and provide
means for principals and teachers to determine the perceptions
of attitude and behavioral change as they relate to principal-
teacher communication, goal-setting and decision-making and
professional preparation.
Principals, by the very nature of their jobs, have
evaluative responsibilities. But in order to fulfill their
responsibilities, they must know their personnel and have a
working relationship with the staff.
Since evaluation is an inevitable administrative task,
it becomes incumbent upon each school system and each admin¬
istrator to determine the most effective procedures and
methods for evaluation. The Atlanta Public School System
initiated a new evaluative procedure in the 1976-77 school
year. This new procedure came two years after the
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implementation of the Atlanta School System's documentable
system-wide objectives program.
The Atlanta plan was designed to make certain that
evaluatees would have full knowledge of the expected outcomes.
The Atlanta School System's evaluation procedures enable the
teacher (evaluatee) and principal (evaluator) to have inter¬
action concerning objectives, assessment and criteria for
evaluation.
This research was an attempt to examine at all levels
(elementary, middle and high school) the perceptions of
teachers and administrators concerning Atlanta's new procedures.
This study is significant because it provides additional
information to the literature dealing with principal-teacher
attitudes and the degree of change resulting from the new
evaluative procedures and system-wide objectives.
The data obtained from the questionnaire were used to
test the null hypotheses.
The following hypotheses were tested in this study:
There is no difference in the behavior of
teachers as a result of the new evaluative
procedures and system's objectives
There is no difference in the attitudes of
teachers as a result of the new evaluative
procedures and system's objectives
There is no difference in the attitudes of
principals as a result of the new evaluative
procedures and system's objectives
There is no difference in the behavior of
principals as a result of the new evaluative
procedures and system's objectives
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There is no difference in the role of principals
as a result of the new evaluative procedures
and system's objectives.
Hypothesis 1
There is no difference in the behavior of teachers
as a result of the new evaluative procedures and
system-wide objectives.
Analysis of variance performed on teacher perceptions
revea.ls an "as it was" mean of 28.57, an "as it is" mean of
30.32 with a difference of 1.75 in favor of the "as it is".
The F ratio is equal to 6.55 and is statistically significant
at the .05 level of confidence. Therefore, the null hypothesis
of no difference is rejected.
Although the null hypothesis of no difference in
teacher behavior is rejected, when analysis of variance is
performed for variables of sex, race, years of experience and
academic preparation, the null hypothesis is further rejected
relative to the behavior of teachers by all variables
mentioned above.
Hypothesis 2
There is no difference in the attitudes of teachers
as a result of the new evaluative procedures and
system-wide objectives.
Analysis of variance performed on teacher perceptions
indicates an "as it was" mean of 40.50, an "as it is" mean of
42.53 with a difference of 2.03 in favor of "as it is" .•
The F ratio is 4.99 and is statistically significant at the
.05 level of confidence. Therefore, the null hypothesis of
no difference in attitude of teachers is rejected. Moreover,
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when analysis of variance was performed for variables of sex,
race, years of.experience and academic preparation, the null
hypothesis is further rejected.
Hypothesis 3
There is no difference in the attitudes of
principals as a result of the new evaluative
procedures and system-wide objectives.
An analysis of variance was performed on data relative
to principals' attitudes as a result of the new evaluative
procedures and system-wide objectives. The findings show an
"as it was" mean of 25.13, an "as it is" mean of 30.25 with
a difference of 5.12 in favor of "as it is". The F ratio
is 55.60 and is statistically significant at the .05 level
of confidence and therefore, rejects the null hypothesis.
Additionally, the null hypothesis of no difference in prin¬
cipals' attitudes relative to sex, race, years of experience
and academic preparation is further rejected.
I
Hypothesis 4
There is no difference in the behavior of
principals as a result of the new evaluative
procedures and system-wide objectives.
Analysis of variance was performed on data relative
to principals' behavior as a result of the new procedures
and system-wide objectives. The data reveal an "as it was"
mean of 26.20, an "as it is" mean of 28.37 with a difference
of 2.17 in favor of "as it is" and a significant F ratio of
4.78, and therefore reject the null hypothesis.
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Hypothesis 5
There is no difference in the role of principals
as a result of the new evaluative procedures and
system-wide objectives.
Analysis of variance was performed on data relative
to the principals* role. Indications show an ”as it waS"
mean of 19.62, an "as it is" mean of 20.40 with a difference
of .78 in favor of "as it is". The F ratio is 3.84 and is
statistically significant and consequently, rejects the
null hypothesis.
Leadership Role
In summation, the results obtained from the data in
this study reveal that high school teachers indicate a
significant difference in favor of the "as it is" procedures
in the leadership role of principals as a result of the new
evaluative procedures. With regard to sex. Black female
teachers observed the most significant change in the
principals' leadership role resulting from the new evaluative
procedures. An examination by race reveals Black high school
and Black elementary teachers perceive significant change
in the leadership role of principals. The collective
analysis of the three levels of schools {elementary, middle
and high school) indicates a significant difference with
respect to degrees but neither degree was more significant
than the other relative to leadership role. An examination
of years of experience by school level shows elementary and
high school teachers indicating a significant change in the
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leadership role of principals resulting from the new eval¬
uative procedures and system-wide objectives. Male
principals perceived significant change in their leadership
role resulting from the new evaluative procedures and
system-wide objectives.
Behavior
Elementary, middle and high school principals and
teachers indicate change in the administrative behavior of
principals and the performance and involvement behavior of
teachers resulting from the new evaluative procedures.
When teachers were analyzed by race, the data reveal a
significant difference in the attitudes and behavior of
principals and teachers. Black elementary, middle and high
school teachers indicated a significance in their behavior
and the administrative behavior of principals resulting from
the new evaluative procedures and system-wide objectives.
According to the data pertaining to sex, female elementary
teachers perceived a significant change in the administrative
behavior of principals as a result of the new evaluative
procedures.
The findings relative to the effect of years of
service on behavior of teachers and principals show years of
experience had no effect on the behavior of elementary
teachers. High school teachers with sixteen years or more
experience indicated significant change in their performance
behavior and the administrative behavior of principals. The
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interpretation might well be that these are perceptions of
tenured teachers who have not been evaluated since receiving
tenure status. Thus, they do perceive change in principals’
leadership role as a result of the new procedures. A review
of the relationship of academic preparation relative to
behavior shows middle school teachers with B.A. and M.A.
degrees and elementary teachers with M.A. degrees perceiving
a significant difference in leadership role of principals.
Male principals perceive a significant difference in their
administrative behavior resulting from the new evaluative
procedures.
Teacher-Principal Communication
Elementary, middle and high school teachers perceive
a significant difference in teacher-principal communication.
Male principals perceive a significant difference in teacher-
principal communication. Upon investigation by race. White
high school teachers. White elementary teachers. Black
elementary. Black high school and Black middle school
teachers perceive significant change in teacher-principal
communication. When perceptions by sex were analyzed, the
indications are high school male and female, middle school
male and female teachers express a significant difference
in the procedures and degree of principal-teacher communication
prior to the 1976-77 school year. With respect to years of
experience data, elementary, middle and high school teachers
perceive no significant change in principal-teacher
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communication relative to years of experience. However,
there are significant differences in principal-teacher
communication relative to academic preparation with middle
school teachers with B.A. and M.A. and elementary teachers
with M.A. degrees perceiving significant change. Male




When teachers were grouped by schools, race, sex,
years of experience and degrees, high school teachers,
elementary school teachers. Black high school teachers, and
both male and female teachers perceived a significant dif¬
ference in the attitudes and behavior of principals and
themselves. The difference was significantly in favor of
the "as it is” evaluative procedures and system-wide objec¬
tives compared to the evaluative procedures and system-wide
objectives prior to 1976. The data revealed that the
attitude towards goal-setting and decision-making was more
significant with the new procedures than with the procedures
prior to 1976. Moreover, high school teachers with sixteen
or more years of experience, along with male principals
indicated a significant change in attitude towards goal¬
setting and decision-making as a result of the new procedures.
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The difference was significant for the "as it is" procedures
compared to the "as it was" procedures.
Professional Preparation
Middle school teachers indicate no significant change
in in-service or resource materials to enhance their pro¬
fessional preparation resulting from the new procedures.
High school teachers reveal a significant difference in the
perception of professional preparation for "as it is" above
"as it was". Elementary teachers indicate a significant
difference and a preference for "as it is" procedures above
"as it was" procedures. With regard to sex, the data
indicate a significant difference in professional preparation
but neither sex was more significant than the other.
An analysis of data relative to years of experience
shows elementary and middle school teachers indicating no
significance with respect to years of service. High school
teachers did indicate a significant difference for "as it
was" above the "as it is" procedures with respect to pro¬
fessional preparation. A collective analysis of all school
levels relative to academic preparation shows a significant
difference with no school level more significant than another.
Male principals indicate a significant difference with
respect to professional preparation resulting from the new
evaluative procedures and system-wide objectives. Elementary
and middle school teachers indicate a significant preference
for the "as it is" procedures.
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Based on the analysis of the data derived from the
questionnaire, the following conclusions were drawn;
1. The new evaluative procedures and system-wide objectives
had a significant effect on the leadership role of
principals, as indicated by elementary, middle and high
school teachers. More specifically, female teachers,
high school teachers with 16 plus years, middle school
teachers with the B.A. and M.A. degrees, elementary
teachers with the M.A. degree, and Black elementary
teachers perceived significant change in the leadership
role of the principal. The difference is significant
at the .05 level of confidence and therefore rejects
the null hypothesis.
2. Male principals with 16 plus years of service showed sig¬
nificant adaptation to procedures prior to 1976 with
respect to their leadership role. The calculations
show a significant difference at the .05 level of confi¬
dence. Male principals indicated a significant change
in their behavior, principal-teacher communication,
goal-setting and decision-making as a result of the
new evaluative procedures and system-wide objectives.
3. The new evaluative procedures and system-wide, objectives
had a significant effect on the behavior of principals,
elementary, middle and high school teachers. "More
specifically, high school teachers with 16 plus years
of service. Black elementary, middle and high school
teachers perceived significant change in teachers' and
principals' behavior.
4. The new evaluative procedures and system-wide objectives
increased teacher-principal communication for elementary,
middle and high school teachers. More specifically, high
school teachers with 16 plus years of service, male
principals. White high school teachers. White elementary
teachers. Black elementary teachers. Black high school
teachers and Black middle school teachers indicated
significant change at the .05 level of confidence.
5. The new evaluative procedures and system-wide objectives
influenced attitude towards goal-setting and decision¬
making for elementary, middle and high school teachers.
More specifically, high school teachers with 16 plus
years of service, principals with 16 or more years of
service. Black elementary and Black high school teachers
indicated significant change in their attitudes toward
goal-setting and decision-making and the observed change
in attitudes toward decision-making and goal-setting by
principals and therefore, reject the null hypothesis.
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6. The new evaluative procedures and system-wide objectives
had significant effect on elementary and high school
teachers. More specifically, middle school Black and
White teachers and elementary males and females indicated
more professional resources and preparation had come as
a result of the new procedures and system's objectives.
Implications
Black teachers at all levels indicate the most con¬
sistent change in attitude towards goal-setting and decision¬
making, teacher-principal communication and the observed
change in leadership role of principals. In the writer's
judgement, this significant change indicated by Black teachers
is due to longevity of Black teachers. In order to really
determine change one must have been a part of the system long
enough to recognize changes in procedures.
Moreover, the findings further show the greater the
years of service of the teachers,the more significant were
their indication of change. Specifically, teachers with
sixteen or more years at the elementary and high school level
perceived more change in behavior, attitudes, communication
and goal-setting. The years of service would support this
conclusion that Black teachers have more longevity and con¬
sequently have greater opportunity to observe change.
High school teachers indicate change in attitudes
and behavior in more areas than elementary or middle school
teachers. These data also show high school teachers with
greater opportunity to observe change,' in that more high
school teachers are on tenure and.consequently involved in
a procedure that was awakening to them; for many had not been
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formally evaluated in the past eleven years. Consequently,
the more time in service—the greater the observance of
change.
The implications were very similar for teachers and
principals, in that principals with the most time in service,
showed significant observance of their change in attitudes,
behavior and leadership role.
Further implications indicate male principals became
more involved in teacher-principal communications, goal¬
setting, decision-making and professional preparation. It
could be concluded that female principals have been more
actively involved with teachers than male principals.
Elementary female teachers observed increased prin¬
cipal-teacher communication. In the judgement of -the writer,
this action occurred because most female teachers, who were
greater in number were forced into the new evaluative
procedures because of a demand rather than a pirofessonial
desire.
Middle school teachers indicate less total change
resulting from the new evaluative procedures and system-wide
objectives. In the opinion of the writer, the middle school
program is newer and more flexible and the program design
caused greater principal-teacher communication and provisions
for professional preparation.
This study shows Black teachers at all levels per¬
ceiving changes resulting from the new procedures and system-
wide objectives more than White teachers. This does not
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necessarily mean White teachers are opposed to acknowledging
change but rather, possibly, their limited years of service
could have caused them greater difficulty in making a deter¬
mination between the procedures as they were as compared to
present procedures.
It is significant to mention that even with fewer
years of service and shorter span of time to observe change.
White male and female teachers indicate significant change in
principal-teacher communication. This implies that the new
evaluative procedures and system-wide objectives, whether
voluntary, or involuntary did in fact increase principal-
teacher communication significantly between and among prin¬
cipals and middle school teachers.
Recommendations
The analysis and interpretation of the data, together
with the observations of the researcher would appear to
warrant the following recommendations:
1. Realizing that the new evaluative procedures and
system-wide objectives have changed the attitudes
and behavior of teachers and principals, a study
to examine why the new evaluative procedures and
system-wide objectives caused change in principals
and teachers would be of value.
2. A study to examine why male principals, rather than
female principals showed change in their attitudes
and behavior as a result of the new procedures and
system-wide objectives.
3. This study indicated a significant change in the
behavior and attitudes of teachers. A study to assess
this change and the perceptions of teachers as to the
effect of the new evaluative procedures and system-
wide objectives on teacher-effectiveness and student





Correspondence with Research and Development
Officials of Atlanta Public Schools
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WHirEHOUSE D.'ilVE. S. W. ATLANTA. GECRGJA 30314





Di'. Jarvis Barnes, Assistant Superintendent




I an in the process of designing an instranent to secure data on the
effects of systen-vjide bbjectives and evaluative procedures on teachers
and the role of administrators and principals*
Fran]<ly, I feel the system-vride objectives alone, have had a measur¬
able effect on all administrators, resource personnel and other divisions*
'Ihere is no question, the evaluative instrument has changed the role of
the principal. I am interested in the degree of significant change*
Personally, I feel the dissertation v?ould give a greater yield if
a prospectus can accompany the dissertation*
I am making my request to you at this time because ray doctoral
committee recently gave approval to the proposal*
In order to gather the data, I hope the questionnaires can be com¬
pleted and circulated during the post planning period of this year. Tlie
questioiuiaire v,-ill be short and vjill take less than an hour for teachers ’
and administrators to complete*
Your attention and consideration to this matter V7ill be much appre¬
ciated*
. Collins, Jr*, Pi^-ncipal
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ATLANTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DIVISION OF RESEARCH AND EVALUATION
210 PRYOR STREET. S. W.
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303
May 17, 1977
Mr. R. L. Collins, Jr., Principal
Washington High School
45 Whitehouse Drive, S. W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30314
Dear Mr. Collins;
Your research proposal entitled "An Investigation of the Effects of
the School System's Objectives and Evaluation Procedure on Attitudes
and Behavior of Principals and Teachers" has been reviewed and approved
by the Research Screening Committee.







Letter to Teachers and Teacher
Administrative Questionnaire
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BOOKER T WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL
43 WHITEHOUSE DRIVE, S. W. . ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30314




This is to request your participation in a significant research
project. This letter is to eicpress ray pledge of confidentiality.
It is my belief that systera--td.de objectives, school-vdde objectives
and the new evaluative procedure have had some effect on the atti¬
tude and behavior of teachers and principals.
I am concerned vdth the impact of these new procedures and the areas
of greatest impact. Moreover, this research project vd.ll be shared
vdth the Research Department and Superintendent of Atlanta Public
Schools. It is my hope that this research project will be of meas¬
urable significance in faculty-administrative relations.
Please return questionnaires to your principal, so that they can
be returned to me as soon as possible. The data vd.ll then be
assembled for statistical calculations by the Computer Center.
I am dependent upon and vd.ll be grateful to you for your ener^
and time in completing the enclosed questionnaire. Your attention
to this pressing matter vriLll be greatly appreciated.
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PERCEPTIONS OF ATLANTA PUBLIC SCHOOL PERSONNEL TOWARDS
THE NEW EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES, SYSTEM-WIDE OBJECTIVES AND
SCHOOL-WIDE OBJECTIVES






Please take a few minutes to share your ideas with me. Pleas* be candid. This questionnaire is anonymous.






This questionnaire is designed for quick and easy answers. Circle the number that indicates "As It Was" as compared with "At It It." A
scale of 1-5 is used. 1 being the lowest and 5 the highest.
1. Are you: (a) Elementary teacher
(b) Middle school teacher
(0 High School teacher
(d) Elementary principal
(e) High School principal
(f| Middle School Principal
(9) Assistant Principal
(h) Department Chairperson
II. Are you: (a) Female (b) Male
III. Are you: (a) Black (b) White
IV. How long have you been in education? (including years teacher and administrator)
(a) 1-5 years (b) 510 years (c) 11-15 years (d) 1520 years (e) 21 years or more
V. What is the highest degree you hold? (a) Bachelors (b) Masters (c) Ed. S (d| Doctorate
VI. Size of your school: Size 1 Siz« 2 Size 3
Vil. Number of years as principal?
SCHOOL STUDENT ENROLLMENT
(a) 1-5 years (b) 6-10 years (cl 11-15 years (d) 16-20 years (e) 21 years or more
THINK ABOUT THE IMPACT OF SYSTEM-WIDE OBJECTIVES, SCHOOL-WIDE OBJECTIVES AND THE NEW EVALUATIVE
PROCEDURE ON YOU THIS YEAR, AND HOW IT WAS IN PREVIOUS YEARS. CIRCLE BOTH SIDES (TRIALS).
1 2 3 4 5 1. Your principal has confidence and trust in your judgement.
1 2 3 4 5 2. You have confidence and trust in your evaluator's judgement.
1 2 3 4 5 3. Your principal treats you in such a way that you have a feeling of importance, acceptance
and self-worth.
1 2 3 4 5 4. You feel free to discuss concerns with your evaluator — including problems relative to school
to school work, pupil problems and faculty problems.
1 2 3 4'5 5. Your principal demonstrates a willingness to use your ideas and opinions on school objectives
and work problems.
1 2 3 4 5 6. Your colleagues treat you in such a way that you have a feeling of importance and self-worth.
1 2 3 4 5 7. You are working toward goals and doing things in school which have meaning to you as a
result of school-wide objectives.
1 2 3 4 5 8. Teacher-Student problems which come up in school are in such a way that both tides of the
problem are taken into account by the principal.
1 2 3 4 5 9. The principal of the school feels a responsibility to try to improve school life and work.
1 2 3 4 5 10. Members of the school organization and respective departments have more departmental
input on objectives and are more cooperative, kind and helpful to each other.
1 2 3 4 5 11. School-wide objectives give greater consistency because they indicate expectancy levels.
1 2 3 4 5 12. System-wide and school-wide objectives give individuals greater opportunity to communicate.
1 2 3 4 5 13. At a result of system-wide and school-wide objectives, more resources and information are
provided by the principal.
1 2 3 4 5 14. System-wide and school-wide objectives reduce individual uncertainties often caused by lack
of common agreement in school goals and objective*.
1 2 3.4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
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1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
15. System-wide and school-wide objectives increase teacher-principal communication.
16. The new evaluation procedure enables you to expect more from your priiKipal.
17. System-wide and school-wide objectives give teachers greater opportunities to provide their
interpretations and information to die principal.
18. The new evaluative procedure makes you more secure around your colleages and principal.
19. The new evaluation procedure enables you to understand how your principal arrived at
his/her evaluation of you.
20. The new evaluation procedure gives a greater understanding of what it expected.
21. School-wide objectives produce greater cooperative effort among faculty and staff.
22. You have input in determining criteria for evaluation.
23. Your principal works with you in such a way that you willingly give careful attention to
his^er suggestion about the methods you use in your work.
24. The new evaluative procedure increases teacher accountability.
25. The new evaluative procedure increases principal visibility.
26. The new evaluative procedure has positive effects on teaching methods and preparations.
27. Teacher assessment enables one to examine self realistically.
28. School life and work activities which affect you are usually developed by you or a group
which represents you, rather than being developed by your superiors and handed down
as "orders."
29. The members of the school organization feel some responsibility for controlling their own
behavior rather than relying on superiors acting like policemen making sure that everybody
does what they are supposed to do.
30. You accept the goals for school life and work and try your best to implement them.
31. Thera is complete and accurate information to guide your groups work and school life
behavior.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
32. You share in having control over your school life and work.
33. Information about how you are doing your work is used to help your superiors know what
they need to do to help you, rather than being used by your superiors only to evaluate you.
34. Your superiors seek to have you achieve high but realistic goals.
35. You seek to achieve high but realistic goals.
36. You receive training and special assistance to improve your work.
37. Your previous training has provided you widt the knowledge and skills important to doing .
your work now.
38. All teachers should get yearly evaluations as probationary teachers do now.
39. The one-third tenured teacher staff and all probationary teachers who now get yearly
evaluation it acceptable.
40. System-wide, school-wide objectives and the new evaluative procedure can effect student
performance.
1 2 3 4 5
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1 2 3 4 5
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1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
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1 2 3 4 5
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To provide learners with opportunities to attain higher levels of achievement and




TO PROVIDE AN INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM IN WHICH EACH STUDENT
DEMONSTRATES IN THE COGNITIVE, PSYCHOMOTOR AND AFFECTIVE AREAS
SPECIFIED COMPETENCIES Vi/HICH ARE COMMENSURATE Vy/ITH HIS ABILITIES
AS DETERMINED BY DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTvS, CRITERION REFERENCED
TESTS, AND GROWTH AS REFLECTED BY INTERNAL AND/OR EXTERNAL
EVALUATION BY A COMMITTEE COMPOSED OF LOCAL, AREA, AND CENTRAL
STAFF; PUPILS, PARENTS, AND COMMUNitY REPRESENTATIVES.
Priorities 1973—74:
. (1) To improve the achievement of pupils in reading and mathematics by assuring
that each student in grades 2-7 has an individually prescribed reading program
designed to correct the diagnosed deficiencies in his word recognition and
comprehension skills, and by assuring that teachers prescribe instruction designed
to correct reading skill deficiencies identified by diagnostic tests.
Time-Frame:
There will be an increase of 25% in the amount of gain in reading and
mathematics based on system scores for 1973—74 over 1972—73 for grades
2-7.
Evaluation:
In grades 2—7 system-wide gain scores measured over the year ending in the
spring of 1374 will be compared with system-wide gains during the 1972—73
school year. The instrument shall be the Iowa Test ofBasic Skills.
(2) Teachers in the Elementary Curriculum Project will be able to demonstrate,
through observable classroom practice, the ability to apply techniques of individual
pupil assessment, prescription, and measurement, and will utilize a report system
which permits pupils, parents, and appropriate school personnel to know the
specific objectives each learner has attained.
Time-Frame:
Eighty-five percent of teachers in the twenty Elementary Curriculum Project
schools will implement individualized instruction in one subject area with
the incorporation of the affective area by June, 1974.
(Other instructional components which include individualized instruction
will determine specific time-frames required for implementation.)
Evaluation:
The following techniques will be used in evaluation;
(1) Documentation through management by objectives (ultimately





(3) To improve the achievement of high school pupils by initiating in the high schools
reading programs developed by qualKied reading teachers and designed to meet the
needs of pupils within each school.
Time-Frame:
Each high school will have developed its proposal, particularizing specific
goals, the nature of the student body for whom the program is designed,
activities, methods of evaluation, and materials. All high schools will have
begun implementation by 15 February 1974.
Evaluation;
Evaluation will consist of pre and post testing in reading for the portion of
the student body participating in the program. There will also be an observable
increase in the amount of reading being taught in all subject areas in high
school and an observable change in the overall school climate, making the
school program more conducive to the teaching of reading.
(4) Pupils who have participated in a preschool outreach educational program designed
for children who are between the ages of two and five years will perform, upon
entering kindergarten, significantly better (0.05 level of statistical significance) on
reading skills than a comparison group,
Time-Frame:
Each fall those kindergarten pupils who have had the outreach preschool
experience will be compared to kindergarten pupils vvho have not had
such preschool experience to determine their relative performance in the
- following readiness skills areas: cognitive, language, self-help, motor, and
socialization.
Evaluation:
The Basc.chcck, the Portage Checklist, or another appropriate instrument
will be used to assess readiness performance. These children will, be compared
again at the end of their first grade in school to determine whether the
children having had preschool experience will score significantly higher on
standardized achievement tests such as the loica Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS)
than children not having had preschool experience.
(5) To increase awareness of career options, opportunities for exploration, and skill
programs appropriate to securing entry employment.
(a) One of the ultimate aims of the school system is that each pupil, upon
completion of school, would have developed competency in at least one
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salable skill. By June, 1974, the number of pupils having demonstrated
competency i.’'i one silaPie skill will increase ten percent (10%) over the
number demonstrating similar skills one year previously.
(b) All graduating seniors will have on file stated (at least short range) career
objectives.
(c) The number of pupils exposed to CCEM (Comprehensive Career Education
Model) type units will be increased by a minimum of five percent (5%).
(d) The number of pupils participating in av/areness and exploration type
programs such as, and including. Living Witness and PECE will be
increased by a minimum of ten percent (10%) during the 197.3—74 school
year over the previous year.
(e) A career education center will be established in one high school by the
end of the 1973—74 school year to serve both as a comprehensive career
guidance and vocational training center for pupils enrolled in that




(a) Cer\tral Office staff members of the Department of Vocational Education
will collect data appropriate to the verification of a ten percent increase
in the number of pupils having demonstrated competency in one salable
skill at the end of the 1973—74 school year as compared v/ith the same
data for the previous year.
(b) Office files in the Career Education Division and student personnel
folders in respective schools will be checked to see that career objectives
are on file for all graduating seniors.
(c) Teachers will be asked to verify a five percent increase in the number of
pupils exposed to CCEM type units in 1973—74 as compared with 1972—73.
(d) Documentation will be made of a ten percent increase during the 1973—74
school year over 1972—73 in pupil participation in awareness and exploration
type programs.
(e) Observations will serve to verify the establishment of a career education




EACH SCHOOL y;iLL DEMONSTRATE AND/OK EXHIBIT SIGNiFICANT OBSERVABLE
OR MEASUREABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN LEARNER INVOLVEMENT AND GROV^fTH ^
AS REFLECTED BY INTERNAL AND/OR EXTERNAL EVALUATION (COMMITTEE OF
LOCAL, AREA, AND CENTRAL STAFF; PUPILS; PARENTS AND COMMUNITY
REPRESENTATIVES).-
Priorities 1973—74:
(1) Use of effective classroom procedures.
' Time-Frame:
To be accomplished by June 1,1974.
Evaluation:
A student or teacher at any given time will be able to do the following:
Student Teacher
(a) State his behavioral objective. (a) Verbalize student's behavioral
objective.
(b) Know his status in relation (b) Present evidence of the student's
to his overall program of status in the overall program of
instruction. instruction.
(c) Know how he is to perform (0 Demonstrate teaching consistent
in order to accomplish his with the diagnosis and analysis
objective. of pupil needs and interests.
(d) Document his progress. (d) Document pupil progress.
(e) Effectively use appropriate (e) Demonstrate the effective use of
media to increase his level of media to increase pupil perform-
performance and satisfaction ance and satisfaction in the class-
In classroom. room.
(2) Communication among staff, students, parents, and community in administrativeand in
instructional decision making.
Time-Frame:
To be accomplished by June 19,1974.
Evaluation:
a. Demonstrate or exhibit extent of participation in the manner and degree in
administering the schools.
(1) Between teacher and principal.
(2) Between pupil and principal.
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(3) Between pupil and teacher.
(4) Among school, parent, and community.
b. Demonstrate or exhibit agreement or compatibility of participation in the
manner and degree in implementing effective use of classroom procedures:
(1) Between teacher and principal.
(2) Between teacher and pupil.
(3) Among school, parent, and community.
c. Demonstrate agreement that pupii understands what is going on and what
is expected of him.
(3) Behavior and morale will be improved by increased assumption of responsibilities by
pupils.
Tima-Frame:
To be accomplished by June 1, 1974.
Evaluation:
The accomplishment of this priority will be exhibited by the following:
(1) Increased support of and adherence to p'evr.iling standard of
conduct which will result in reduced suspensions.
(2) Increased appreciation, respect, and care for school property





TO CONDUCT A SYSTEM-WIDE ASSESSMENT OF HUMAN AND MATERIAL
RESOURCES TO DETERMINE THE MOST EFFECTIVE PROCEDURE FOR ALLOCATING
RESOURCES TOSUPPORT THE GOALS OF HIGHER ACHIEVEMENT AND POSITIVE
ATTITUDES.
Priorities 1973—74:
(1) Secure job descriptions for each position or person in the school system from
Administration, Operations, Comptroller and Area Offices.
(2) Secure completed organization charts from each Branch and Division of the
school system.
Time-Frame:
Both of these priorities will be accomplished by November 26, 1973.
Evaluation:
The data collected on human resources will be compared with the
budgeted positions available for this school year and the payroll
register, for accuracy,
(3) Secure a recorded inventory of all equipment in the school system,
(4) Secure an inventory of basic data on available space and facilities in the
school system for the most effective ailocalion aiid utilization of inatorial
resources.
Time-Frame:
Recorded inventory of equipment will be 100% completed by
June 1, 1974.
, Facilities and space data for 85% of system will be recorded on
computer forms by June 1, 1974.
Evaluation;
An audit will be made comparing the number of existing schools or
buildings in the system with the facilities and equipment recorded to




Evaluation Form used in Atlanta Public Schools
Prior to the 1976-77 School Year
Evaluation Form and Related Evaluative Material




EVALUATION OF THE PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AND SERVICE OF TEACHERS
TEACHER SCHOOl
STATUS OF TEACHER TERM OF SERVICE
GRADE OR SUBJECT DATE ^
The Atlanta school system is desirous of securing and retaining the best teachers possible. These teachers
should possess such qualities of character, personality, general scholarship, and professional training as to in¬
sure the best educational program for the youth of Atlanta and to command the respect of the adult com¬
munity. They should be emotionally mature, industrious, and have a real interest in working with pupils of
elementary or high school age.
Newly employed teachers are on probationary status for 3 years. The Atlanta Board of Education
requires that principals render an annual appraisal of probationary teachers before they are recommended for
tenure status by the Superintendent of Schools. Retention of probationary teachers and recommendation to ten¬
ure ore based mainly upon evaluations of the principal. It is therefore a major responsibility of the principal to
exercise good judgment in order that the teacher may be appraised fairly and objectively.
While this form is primarily for the administrative purpose of judging probationary teachers for reten¬
tion and placement on tenure status, it may be used olso as a phase of in-service professional improvement.
Teachers can find these rating scolcs helpful as on instrument of self-evaluation. The appraisal of all teachers
moy be requested, on occasion, for purposes of survey, improvement of instruction, or for reference and analysis
in recommendation of personnel for promotion.
Conditions which govern the judging and marking af the rating form for probationary teachers ore as
follows:
1. Instruction and classroom management of probationary teachers should be observed by the principal
at least once each semester.
2. Principals will inform probationary teachers of their inadequacies. Upon the teacher's request, the
principal will display the judgments rendered when the work of the teacher is unsatisfactory.
3. Probotionary teachers are to be informed of evohration policies. Copies of this form will be displayed
on faculty bulletin bcjrds, or, when feasible, distributed at the beginning of their service.
4. The evaluation forms are to be prepared in triplicate: one each for the permanent file of the principal
the Area Superintendent, and the Assistant Superintendent for Staff Personnel Services.
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A. Please check in the appropriate column. This is an important responsibility and should be executed
thoughtfully, conscientously, and fairly. There is space at the bottom of this page for further remarks
about any item.
Below Above





General professional and scholastic background
Ability to get along with pupils and parents
Ability to plan and use teaching materials
Conscientiousness and concern for duties
Willingness to perform extracurricular activities
Classroom management and discipline
Skill in presentation of subject matter
Use of correct English
Satisfactory relationships with other teachers
Effectiveness of instruction
Self-reliance and self-confidence
Good judgment in public relations
Efforts to improve professionally
Professional attitude about working hours
Further Remarks:
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B. Please check in the appropriate column. This is an important responsibility and should be executed thought¬
fully, conscientiously, and fairly. There is space at the bottom of this page for further remarks about any
item.
APPEARANCE
( } Unacceptable, slovenly, unkempt
( ) Unattractive. CIctliing not well chosen
( ) Acceptoble. Average grooming end r-eatness
( ) ■ Attractive. Neat and well groomed
( ) Outstanding. Exceptionally well grooiV.cJ and attractive
VOICE AND SPEECH
( ) Unacceptable. Voice irritating. Speech unintelligible. Grammar poor
( ) Poor. Voice indistinct. G.’'cnu;ialicai ci-ro.'S
( ) Acceptable. Voice drob but speech distinct
{ ) Definitely acceptubie. Vcii-i ;. ist-.-'g. Uses good English
( ) Exceptional. Voice well mcui-iatcd cr.J carries easily. Uses excellent English
MANNER AND GENURAL BEARING
( ) Excessively diffident or over-bearing
( ) Somewhat diffident or over-bearing
( ) Moderately poised
( } Definitely poised, confident and friendly
( ) Exceptionally poised, confident and friendly
ALERTNESS AMD COMPREHENSION
( ) Slow in grasping the obvious
( ) Slow to understand subtle points. Needs explanations
( ) Nearly always grasps intent or questions
( ) Rather quick to gresp ond understand
( ) Exceptionally keen and quick to understand
ABILinr TO PRESENT IDEAS
( ) Confused and illogical
( ) Tends to digress or become involved
( } Usually gets his idcos across
( ) Shows ability to express himself well
( } Unusually logical, clear and convincing
PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE
( ) Unacceptable. Unenthusiastic. Teaching is just another job
( ) Doubtful. Considers personal convenience ahead of service
( ) Acceptable
( ) Definitely acceptable. Will accept responsibilities
( ) Exceptional. Indicates devotion to teaching as a life career
KNOWLEDGE OF TEACHING
( ) Unacceptable. Knowledge superficiol. Little understanding of principles
( ) Doubtful. Limited acquaintance with educational principles
( ) Acceptable
( ) Definitely acceptable. Ability to apply educational principles
( } Exceptional. Has unusual insight concerning educational problems
HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS
( ) Displays or arouses antagonism. Tactless
( ) Makes a negative impression
( ) Neutral. Neither offensive nor attractive
( ) is friendly-
( ) Draws people to him
FURTHER RLMARKS:
c.
1091.Whot ore this teacher's strongest assets?2.Whot weaknesses restrict this teacher's contribution?3.Whot steps hove been taken to correct these?
4. Please give an explicit oppruisal of this teacher's performance in securing good discipline and class¬
room management.
5. Whot efforts has this teacher made during the year to im^prove professionally?
6. In your estimation, his promise for success in teaching is: excellent ( ); good ( ); over-
ogc ( ); poor ( ); completely unsatisfactory ( ).










TENURE NONTENURE 1®* Year 2"*^ Year 3'‘‘‘Year
The administrative criteria listed below, and the mutually agreed upon objectives will be
included in the final evaluation summary.
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